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COMMISSION FOR SELLING 
123% on the amount realised, but 10% on consignments over £1000; 5% on 

reserve prices for lots remaining unsold. Minimum charge of £10.00 per lot. 
Commission rates are negotiable for collections or individual items of high 
value. 
All goods will be held insured against fire and burglary, pending sale, at a 
premium of £1 per £100, unless the Auctioneers are instructed to the contrary. 
SETTLEMENT MADE 14 DAYS AFTER DATE OF SALE 

CASH ADVANCES 
If required, cash advances will be made at our discretion and at our valuations 
on the understanding that lots are submitted for sale entirely without reserve 
and at a commission rate of 23% above normal rates. 
In the event of repayment of the cash advance before the sale takes place, a 
charge of 10% on the amount advanced will be payable. 

EXPERT ADVICE 
Expert advice is immediately available for the examination of property 
submitted to these rooms for sale by auction. 

VALUATIONS 
Probate and Insurance Valuations on Collections at agreed scale of charges. 
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Third Party Liability. Every person on Glendining & Co’s 
premises at any time shall be deemed to be there at his or her 
risk. He or she shall have no claim against Glendining & Co in 
respect of any accident which may occur or injury, damage or 
loss howsoever caused, save insofar as the injury, damage or 
loss shall be caused by the direct negligence of Glendining & 
Co employees. 

i) 

b) 

c) 

d) 

b) 

c) 

d) 

GENERAL CONDITIONS OF SALE 

Definitions In these Conditions Glendining & Co, who 
att only as auctioneers and agents for the vendor, are 
called “the Auctioneers”, and the representative of Glen- 
uae & Co conducting the auction is called ‘““The Auc- 
ioneer’’. 

General Whilst Glendining & Co make every effort to 
ensure the accuracy of their catalogue and the description 
of any lot: 
Each lot as set out in the catalogue or as divided or 
combined with any other lot or lots is sold by the vendor 
with all faults, imperfections and errors of descriptions. 
Glendining & Co do not accept responsibility for the 
authenticity, attribution, genuineness, origin, authorship, 
date, age, period, condition or quality of any lot, unless 
they have been instructed in writing by the vendor so to 
certify, and in such case the Auctioneers do so as agents of 
the vendor and are not themselves responsible for such 
claims. 
All statements, whether printed in the catalogue or made 
orally, as to any of the matters set out in b) above are 
statements of opinion only and are not to be taken as being 
or implying any warranties or representations of fact by 
Glendining & Co, unless they have been instructed in 
writing by the vendor so to certify, and in such case the 
Auctioneers do so as agents of the vendor and are not 
themselves responsible for such claims. 
Any claim under any Statute must be received in writing by 
the Auctioneer within ten days of the day of the sale. 

The Auction 
The Auctioneer has absolute discretion to divide any lot, to 
combine any two or more lots or to withdraw any lot or lots 
from the sale, to refuse bids, regulate bidding or cancel the 
sale without in any case ping any reason or without 
previous notice. He may bid on behalf of the vendor for all 
goods which are being offered subject to reserve or at the 
Auctioneer’s discretion. 
The highest bidder shall be the buyer except in the case of a 
dispute. If during the auction the Auctioneer considers 
that a dispute has arisen, he has absolute discretion to 
settle it or to re-offer the lot. The Auctioneer may at his 
sole discretion determine the advance of bidding or refuse 
a bid. 
Each lot is put up for sale subject to any reserve price 
placed by the vendor. Where there is no reserve price (but 
not otherwise) the seller has the right to bid either perso- 
nally or by any one person (who may be the Auctioneer). 
All conditions, notices, descriptions, statements and other 
matters in the catalogue and elsewhere concerning any lot 
are subject to any statements modifying or affecting the 
same made by the Auctioneer from the rostrum prior to 
any bid being accepted for the lot. 

Rescission Notwithstanding any other terms of these 

Conditions, if within fourteen days after the sale Glendin- 

ing & Co have received from the buyer of any lot notice in 

writing that in his view the lot is a deliberate forgery and 

within twenty-one days after such notification the buyer 

returns the same to Glendining & Co in the same condition 

as at the time of sale and by producing evidence, the 

burden of proof to be upon the buyer, satisfies Glendining 
& Co that considered in the light of the entry in the 
catalogue the lot is a deliberate forgery, then the sale of the 
lot will be rescinded and the purchase price of the same 
refunded. Both the buyer and the vendor agree to be 
bound by the decision of Glendining & Co 

Default Glendining & Co disclaim responsibility for 
default by either the buyer or the vendor because they act 
as agents for the vendor only and therefore do not pay out 
to the vendor until payment is received from the buyer. 
Instructions given by telephone are accepted at the 
sender’s risk and must be confirmed in writing forthwith. 

In the event of a sale by private treaty both the vendor and 
the buyer agree to be bound by the General and any Special 
Conditions of Sale. 

VENDORS CONDITIONS 

y | 

10 

11 

12 
a) 

Instructions As Glendining & Co are auctioneers, all 
goods delivered to Glendining & Co’s premises will be 
deemed to be delivered for sale by auction unless otherwise 
previously stated in writing and will be catalogued and sold 
at Glendining & Co’s discretion and accepted by Glendin- 
ing & Co subject to all the Sale Conditions. By delivering 
the goods to Glendining & Co for inclusion in their auction 
sales each vendor acknowledges that he or she has 
accepted and agreed to be bound by all these Conditions. 

Collections. Glendining & Co do not themselves usually 
undertake the collection of goods but will, if required in 
writing, instruct a contractor on the vendor’s behalf in their 
capacity as agents. Glendining & Co disclaim all responsi- 
bility for loss or damage to goods or for unauthorised 
removal of goods and for damage to premises caused by 
the contractor who should be insured for such risks. Unless 
instructions are received to the contrary the charge for 
these services will be deducted from the proceeds of sale. 

Loss or Damage Glendining & Co disclaim all responsibi- 
lity for loss or damage to goods or for unauthorised 
removal of goods unless caused by the direct negligence of 
their employees. 

Storage Glendining & Co reserve the right to store or 
arrange for the storage of goods delivered to them for sale 
either on their own premises or elsewhere at their sole 
discretion. They exempt themselves from any liability for 
loss or damage to goods delivered to their sale rooms 
without sufficient sale instructions (unless the loss or 
damage is caused by the negligence of their employees) 
and reserve the right to make a minimum storage charge at 
25p per lot per day for such goods. 

Right to Sell Vendors will be charged for goods left on the 
premises if the vendor has been requested to remove them 
and if the goods are not removed within twenty-one days of 
such request Glendining & Co reserve the right to sell the 
goods to defray costs and storage charges. 

Insurance 
Unless otherwise instructed in writing all goods on Glen- 
dining & Co’s premises and in their custody will be held 
insured against the risks of fire, theft following forcible 
entry and water damage (but not against accidental break- 
age or damage) for which insurance Glendining & Co will 
charge a premium of £1 per £100 (minimum £1). The value 
of the goods so covered shall be the gross amount realised, 
or in the case of unsold lots the best bid, or in the case of 
goods withdrawn prior to a sale that which the specialised 
staff of Glendining & Co shall in their absolute discretion 
estimate to be the auction value of such goods. 



b) eae & Co shall not be responsible for damage to or 
the loss, theft or destruction of any goods not so insured 
upon the owner’s written instructions. 

c) Glendining & Co shall not be responsible for accidental 
breakage, loss or damage howsoever caused unless directly 
caused by negligence of their employees. 

d) In respect of any article delivered to Glendining & Co if 
the vendor has in force a policy or policies of insurance in 
which the article is specifically mentioned as being insured, 
whether or not for an agreed sum or value, the vendor shall 
notify his insurers of and shall himself note Glendining & 
Co’s interest as bailees in such policy or policies. 

13 Reserves 
a) All goods are put up for sale WITHOUT RESERVE at 

the Auctioneer’s discretion unless written instructions as to 
reserves are received by one hour prior to the commence- 
ment of the sale. 

b) In the event of any reserve price not being reached at 
auction Glendining & Co are empowered to sell after the 
auction, by private treaty, at not less than the reserve 
price, as long as the goods remain on Glendining & Co’s 
premises. In the event of such a sale by private treaty the 
Conditions of Sale applicable to a buyer governing the 
auction will apply. 

14 Indemnity The vendor shall duly indemnify Glendining 
& Co against any claims in connection with any goods sold 
by Glendining & Co on the vendor’s behalf. 

15 Value Added Tax A vendor who sends for sale by auction 
any chattel(s) which is an asset of his business must disclose 
to the Auctioneer whether or not he is a registered person 
for Value Added Tax purposes and, if so, his registered 
number and whether or not he intends to operate the 
special scheme covering works of art, etc. This information 
must be supplied to the Auctioneer on or prior to delivery 
of the goods. 

16 The vendor authorises the Auctioneer to deduct commis- 
sion and expenses at the stated rates from the hammer 
price and acknowledges the Auctioneer’s right to retain 
any premium payable by the purchaser. 

17 Rights to Photographs and Illustrations The vendor gives 
Glendining & Co full and absolute right to photograph and 
illustrate any lot placed in its hands for sale and to use such 
photographs and illustrations and any photographs pro- 
vided by the vendor at any time at its absolute discretion 
(whether or not in connection with the auction). 

BUYERS CONDITIONS 

18 Inspection [Each buyer by making a bid for a lot acknow- 
ledges that he has satisfied himself fully before bidding by 
inspection or otherwise as to all the Sale Conditions the 
physical condition of and description of the lot including 
but not restricted to whether the lot is damaged or has been 
repaired or restored. 

19 Property and Risk Legal title will not pass to the buyer 
until the lot(s) has been paid for in full and the Auctioneers 
shall be entitled to a lien on any lot sold until the purchase 
price (as defined in 23 below) is paid in full but each lot is at 
the sole risk of the buyer from the fall of the hammer. Each 
buyer shall forthwith give his full names and permanent 
address and if called upon to do so by the Auctioneer shall 
forthwith pay to Glendining & Co such proportion of the 
purchase price as the Auctioneer may require. If the buyer 
fails to do so, the lot may at the Auctioneer’s sole dis- 
cretion be put up again and re-sold. 

20 Every bidder shall be deemed to act as princi al unless 

there is in force a written acknowledgement by Glendining 

& Co that he acts as agent on behalf of a named principal. 

21 Removal of Goods Pe. 

a) No purchase shall be claimed or removed until it has been 

paid for and the sale has been concluded. All purchases 

shall be paid for and removed at the buyer’s risk and 

expense by the end of the second working day after the 

sale, failing which the Auctioneer shall not be responsible 

if the same are lost, stolen, damaged or destroyed, and all 

lots not so removed shall remain at the risk of the buyer 

and subject to a minimum warehousing charge of 25p per 

lot per day. If they are not paid for and removed within 

seven days of the sale the Auctioneer may re-sell them by 

auction or privately without notice to the buyer. Any 

liability which there may be on the part of the Auctioneer 

in respect of any loss shall be restricted to a maximum of 
the price paid by the buyer of the lot. ; 

b) In the event of any failure of the buyers to comply with any 
of the above conditions the damages recoverable by the 
seller or the Auctioneers from the defaulter shall include 
any loss arising on any re-sale of the lot, together with the 
charges and expenses in respect of both sales, and together 
with interest at 2% above Midland Bank PLC Base Rate 
upon the price of any lot which has not been paid for within 
48 hours of the sale, and any money deposited in part 
payment shall be held by the Auctioneers on account of 
any liability of the defaulter to them or to the seller. The 
Auctioneers are unable to accept payment from successful 
bidders other than in cash or by the bidder’s own cheque. 
Cheques drawn by third parties, whether in the Auction- 
eers’ favour or requiring endorsement, cannot be accepted. 

22 Value Added Tax The Buyer will be liable to pay V.A.T. 
at the standard rate on the hammer price on those Lots 
indicated with a dagger (+) after the Lot number. This 
V.A.T. is refundable on proof of export by Overseas 
Buyers within 28 days of Sale. 

23 Purchase Price The purchaser shall pay the hammer price 
together with a premium of 10% of the hammer price. The 
premium is NOT negotiable and attracts V.A.T. at the 
standard rate and is payable by ALL purchasers. The 
vendor authorises the Auctioneer to deduct commission 
and expenses at the stated rates from the hammer price 
and acknowledges the Auctioneer’s right to retain the 
premium payable by the purchaser. 

IMPORTANT NOTES FOR BUYERS 

Bids We will be pleased to execute bids (in the name of 
Graham) on behalf of intending buyers, and no charge is made 
for this service. Lots will be purchased as cheaply as permitted 
by other bids and reserves. Bids must be submitted to Glendin- 
ing & Co at least one hour before the sale commences, and 
should be entered on the forms provided. Bids left by tele- 
phone will be accepted only on the condition that they are at 
the sender’s risk, and must in any case be confirmed in writing. 

Export Licences A specific Licence is required before export 
from the U.K. of items that cost £16,000 or more, and are at 
least 50 years old, and also for certain other categories. The 
oe of any export licence is the responsibility of the 
uyer. 



GENERAL INFORMATION FOR BUYERS 

An asterisk (*) lot indicates the lot is illustrated. 

A dagger (+) after the Lot number indicates the Lot is subject 
to VAT by the Buyer on the Hammer Price. This is refundable 
to Overseas Buyers on proof of Export within 28 days of the 
date of Sale. 

All Lots in this Sale are subject toa BUYER’S PREMIUM of 
10% which attracts VAT at the Standard Rate (at present 
15%) and is payable by ALL BUYERS 

BIDS 

We will be pleased to execute bids (in the name of Graham) on 
behalf of intending buyers, and no charge is made for this 
service. Lots will be purchased as cheaply as permitted by 
other bids and reserves. Bids must be submitted to Glendining 
& Co at least one hour before the sale commences, and should 
be entered on the forms provided. Bids left by telephone will 
be accepted only on the condition that they are at the sender’s 
risk, and must in any case be confirmed in writing. 

Bids by telephone, telex or fax are accepted (but must be 
received at least one hour before sales commence), and should 
be confirmed in writing. Overseas customers are urged to use 
these facilities, but all communications must be headed 
GLENDININGS. However we regret that bids left on our 
Answerphone service cannot be accepted. 

PAYMENT BY CHEQUE 

Please note that cheques under £100 will be accepted with a 
Banker’s Card. Cheques for the payment of purchases over 
this amount must be cleared through our bank before goods 
can be delivered. 

PAYMENT BY OVERSEAS CUSTOMERS 

Payment should be made in Sterling in the form of cash, 
cheques drawn on a U.K. clearing bank, or by means of a 
banker’s draft or telegraphic or cable transfer directly into our 
bank account, quoting the original invoice number. 

Unless prior arrangements have been made, and payment is 
made by any other means, then the customer will be liable for 
any bank or collection charges concerned, and any losses 
arising from the conversion of foreign currencies into sterling. 

NATIONAL WESTMINSTER BANK plc, 21 Hanover 
Square, London W1A 4ZE. Telephone: 01-493 7602. Account 
No. 24455059 Glendining & Co. 

COLLECTION AND SHIPPING OF BOOKS 
(AND OTHER LARGE ITEMS) 

If these purchases cannot be collected from Glendining’s 

premises within seven days, they will be sent for storage (see 

clause 21 of the Conditions of Sale). Their despatch then will 

be handled by the Shipping Department of Phillips — our 

affiliated Company — and in this case a separate invoice will be 

raised. It would help if specific instructions are sent with each 

commission, or when placing bids. 

GENERAL INFORMATION FOR SELLERS 

Commission to the vendor for selling is 123%, or 10% on 
consignments over £1000. 

Buying-in-Fees on unsold lots is 5% (of the last bid in the 
room), or £10 minimum charge. 

Withdrawal Fees on lots withdrawn prior to the sale is 10% of 
the reserve, or our estimated value where no reserve has been 
given. 

Insurance Fees of 1%, or £1 minimum charge, are levied on all 
lots, to cover loss by fire, or burglary — unless otherwise 
instructed in writing — see clause 12 of the Conditions of Sale. 

Minimum Charge whether sold, unsold or withdrawn is £10 
per lot. 

Illustration Fees are charged per coin at £7.50 for Crown-size 
or smaller. Larger coins, commemorative medals, war medals, 
etc., will be charged at £80 per plate; £40 per half-plate; or by 
proportion. 

(The above charges are subject to Value Added Tax.) 

SETTLEMENT IS MADE 14 DAYS AFTER THE 
DATE OF SALE 

CASH ADVANCES 
If required, cash advances will be made at our discretion and 

at our valuations on the understanding that lots are submitted 
for sale entirely without reserve and at a commission rate of 
123% on realisation. 

In the event of repayment of the cash advance before the sale 
takes place, a charge of 10% on the amount advanced will be 
payable. 

EXPERT ADVICE 
Expert advice is immediately available for the examination of 
property submitted to these rooms for sale by auction. 

VALUATIONS 
Probate and Insurance Valuations on Collections at agreed 
scale of charges. 
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ENGLISH and FOREIGN COINS 

Day of Sale 

Wednesday 12 July 1989 

commencing at 10 am 

ENGLISH SILVER COINS FROM VARIOUS COLLECTIONS 
ELIZABETH I TO ELIZABETH II 

1 Elizabeth I (1558—1603), Third Issue, Crown, m.m. 1 [1601] (N. 2012). Part y 
portrait and corresponding area of reverse flat, fair. (£120—150) 

*2 —— Halfcrown, m.m. 1 [1601] (N. 2013). Good fine. (£150—200) 1 

3. Charles I (1625—1649), Briot’s Coinage, First Milled Issue, Crown, m.m. daisy 
and B/B (N. 2298; S. 2852). Pierced and plugged, otherwise fine. (£50—80) 

1 

4 — Newark besieged, Shilling, 1645, NEWARK, high arched crown (N. 2640). 
Flatness to left of crown and corresponding area of reverse, otherwise fine. 
(£70—100) 1 

5 Commonwealth (1649-1660), Crown, 1652, m.m. sun (ESC 4—R). Flan uneven 
at 2 o’clock, otherwise choice extremely fine, lightly toned. (£1,200—1,500) 1 

6 — Crown, 1653, m.m. sun (N. 2721; ESC 6). Flan splits (c. 2 o’clock and 8 
o'clock); rim and some surface cracks, notably obverse, otherwise fine. 
(£100—150) 1 

7 — Halfcrown, 1652, m.m. sun (N. 2722; ESC 429). Good fine, rare. (£60—80) 
1 

*8 — Oliver Cromwell, Lord Protector, Crown, 1658, by Thomas Simon (ESC ae 
Fine. (£200— 300) 

“9 —— — Shilling, 1658, by Thomas Simon (ESC 1005). Very slight rubbing to 
highest points of portrait, extremely fine, deeply toned. (£300—400) 1 

*10 —A similar coin. Very fine, toned. (£180—250) 1 
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eae dl 1685), Crown, 1664, regnal year xvi (ESC 28). Good fine. 
1 

— Shilling, 1663, first bust (ESC 1022). Nearly extremely fine, tone a little dull. 
(£100—120) 1 

— A similar coin. Very fine, toned. (£40—S0) 1 

— Sixpence, 1674 (ESC 1512). Extremely fine, but striking flaw on obverse 
extending from rim to back of head, deeply and attractively toned. (£60—80) 

1 

James II (1685—1688), Halfcrown, 1686, first bust, regnal year SECVNDO 
(ESC 494). About very fine, (artificially ?) toned. (£60— 80) 1 

— Halfcrown, 1687, first bust, regnal year TERTIO (ESC 498). Very fine, ie 
tone. (£60— 80) 

William and Mary (1688—1694), Crown, 1691, regnal year TERTIO (ESC a 
Good fine. (£150—180) 

William III (1694—1702), Halfcrown, 1700, regnal year DVODECIMO (ESC 561). 
With a few blemishes to obverse, otherwise better than very fine, dark, olive 
tone. (£50—60) 1 

— Shilling, 1700 (ESC 1121). Extremely fine, deeply and attractively ee 
lightly haymarked. (£40—60) 

Anne (1702—1714), Crown, 1713, third bust, roses and plumes, regnal year 
DVODECIMO (ESC 109). Almost extremely fine, rare in this state, with a 
pleasing dark tone. (£200—250) 1 

— Halfcrown, 1703, vico below bust, regnal year TERTIO (ESC 569). Light 
haymarking, extremely fine, dark tone. (£150—200) 1 

— Shilling, 1703, second bust, vico below (ESC 1131) Extremely fine, psy 
toned. (£80—100) 

George I (1714—1727), Crown, 1716, roses and plumes, regnal year SECVNDO 
(ESC 110). Almost very fine, slight nick to obverse rim (c. 12 o’clock), 
toned. (£180—120) 1 

— Crown, 1723, ssc, regnal year DECIMO (ESC 14). Very fine, toned. 

(£200—250) 1 
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— Shilling, 1723, first bust, ss c (ESC 1176); Sixpence, 1723, ss c, large lettering 

both sides. Both extremely fine, first perhaps a little better, toned and 
haymarked, second rare. (£60—80) 2 

George II (1727—1760), Crown, 1732, young head, roses and plumes, regnal 

year SEXTO (ESC 117). Some light adjustment marks, a few minor marks to 

surface and slight friction to highest points, otherwise choice and extremely 

fine or better, attractively toned. (£600—800) 

— A similar coin. Very fine and toned. (£200—250) 1 

— Crown, 1739, young head, roses, regnal year DVODECIMO (ESC 122). Minor 
scratch on cheek to right of eye, good extremely fine, attractive steel blue tone. 
(£600—800) 1 

— Crown, 1741, young head, roses, regnal year DECIMO QVARTO (ESC 123). 
Very fine and toned. (£180—220) 1 

— Crown, 1743, old head, roses, regnal year DECIMO SEPTIMO (ESC 124). Very 
fine. (£180—220) 1 

— Crown, 1746, old head, LIMA below, regnal year DECIMO NONO (ESC 125). 
Extremely fine and deeply toned. (£400—S00) if 

— A similar coin. Good fine. (£150—180) 1 

— Proof Crown, 1746, old head, regnal year vICESIMO (ESC 126). Virtually mint 
state, rim slightly flawed in striking, deeply and attractively toned. 
(£700—1,000) 1 

— Proof Halfcrown, 1746, old head, regnal year vicEsIMO (ESC 608). Ex- 
tremely fine, toned, a little spotty by margins. (£350—450) 1 

— Proof Shilling, 1746 (ESC 1208). Good extremely fine, deeply and attractively 
toned. (£250—350) 1 

— Proof Sixpence, 1746 (ESC 1619). Good extremely fine, deeply and attrac- 
tively toned, very rare. (£180—220) 1 

— Northumberland Shilling, 1763 (ESC 1214). Choice, practically mint state, 
deeply and attractively toned, scarce. (£200—250) 1 

George III (1760—1820), Crown, 1818, regnal year Lvimt (ESC 211). With a few 
faint hairlines, otherwise practically as struck, deeply toned. (£150—180). 1 
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*39 — Crown, 1819, regnal year LIx (ESC 215). Almost as struck, with deep, 
somewhat speckled tone, some evidence of cleaning in the past. (£100—120) 

“40 —A similar coin. With faint hairlines, otherwise good extremely fine. 
(£120—150) 

41 —A similar coin. Probably cleaned in the past, but now pleasingly re-toned, 
some light hairlines and other surface marks, extremely fine. (£80—100) 1 

*42  — Halfcrown, 1816, large head (ESC 613). Mint state or virtually so, choice, 
with original brilliance, just beginning to tone at margins. (£60—100) 1 

“43 — Proof Halfcrown, 1816, large head, plain edge (ESC 615—R2; 
EMC 985—R3). Virtually mint state, with attractive deep grey, slightly 
iridescent tone, very rare. (£400—500) 1 

44 — Halfcrown, 1817, large head (ESC 613). Almost as struck, even, light tone. 
(£60—80) 1 

45 — Halfcrown, 1817, small head (ESC 618). Choice, virtually mint state. 
(£60—90) it 

46 — Halfcrown, 1819 (ESC 623). Choice, some light scuffing otherwise practically 
as struck. (£60—90) 1 

47 — Shillings (4), 1816 (2), 1817, 1820 (ESC 1228 [2], 1232, 1236); Sixpence, 1818 
(ESC 1634). Mint state or virtually so, third lightly cleaned, others nicely 
toned, last scarce. (£80—100) 5 

*48 George IV (1820—1830), Crown, 1821, regnal year SECUNDO (ESC 246). A 
superb specimen, about as struck, lightly and most attractively toned, retain- 
ing some underlying mint brilliance. (£250—300) 

49 — A similar coin. With some surface marks, notably to obverse, about extremely 
fine. (£100—120) 1 

*5Q — A similar coin. Has been cleaned and surface quite heavily scuffed and grazed, 
otherwise extremely fine. (£80—120) il 

51 —A similar coin. Has been lightly cleaned, with some surface marks and faint 

hairlines, good very fine. (£70—90) 1 
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— Proof Crown, 1821, regnal year TERTIO (ESC 250 R; EMC 1150—R4). With 

only a few faint hairlines, practically mint state, brilliant, attractive steel blue 

iridescent tone, extremely rare. (£800—1,000) 1 

— Crown, 1822, regnal year TERTIO (ESC 252). Quite heavily polished, with 
hairlines and other surface marks, otherwise about extremely fine. (£60—80) 

— Proof Halfcrown, 1820, first head, first reverse, plain edge (ESC 630—R3). 
About as struck, deeply and attractively toned, extremely rare. (£400—S00) 1 

— Halfcrown, 1820, first head, first reverse (ESC 628). Mint state or virtually so, 
choice, with light and attractive tone, slightly mottled on obverse. (£80—100) : 

— A similar coin. Good extremely fine. (£60—80) 1 

— A similar coin. Some surface marks on obverse, extremely fine. (£40—60) 1 

— Halfcrowns (3), 1820 and 1821, first head, first reverse, 1823, first head, 
second reverse (ESC 628, 631, 634). Second with bruises (c. 8 and 9 o'clock) 
to obverse rim, this and first rather heavily cleaned, otherwise all very fine or 
better. (£80—100) 

— Proof Halfcrown, 1821, first head, first reverse (ESC 631). Good extremely 
fine, deeply toned, lacking brilliance, but well struck and detail of the 
sharpness associated with proofs. (£200—300) 1 

— Halfcrown, 1823, first head, second reverse (ESC 634). A superb specimen, 
far finer than usual for the date, practically as struck, with attractive dark 
olive tone, very scarce in this state. (£120—160) 1 

— Proof [or Pattern] Halfcrown, 1824, by William Wyon and J. B. Merlen, 
second head, third reverse, as adopted type (ESC 641—R4). Toned, good 
extremely fine, extremely rare. (£250—300) 1 

— Proof Halfcrown, 1825, second head, third reverse, grained edge (ESC 643). 
Choice, brilliant, mint state, deeply and attractively toned. (£200—300) 1 

— Halfcrown, 1826, second head, third reverse (ESC 646). Extremely fine, 
toned, rather patchily so on obverse. (£50—60) 
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— Shillings (2), 1821, first head, first reverse, 1825, second head, third reverse 
(ESC 1247, 1253; Sixpences (3), 1821, first head, first reverse, 1825, first 
head, second reverse, 1829, second head, third reverse (ESC 1654, 1659, 
1666). First extremely fine, tone dusty and somewhat dull, others extremely 
fine or better, pleasingly toned. (£100—120) 5 

— Shillings (4), 1824, 1825, first head, second reverse, 1825, 1826, second head, 
third reverse (ESC 1251, 1253, 1254, 1257); Sixpences (2), 1826, 1828, 
second head, third reverse (ESC 1662, 1665). Shillings mint state or practi- 
cally so, all deeply toned and choice. Sixpences both extremely fine and 
pleasingly toned, last scarce. (£200—250) 

— Proof Shilling, 1826, second head, third reverse, grained edge (ESC 1258). 
Choice, practically mint state, deeply and attractively toned. (£80—100) 1 

— Sixpence, 1821, first head, first reverse, reading BBITANNIAR 
(ESC 1656—R3). Virtually as struck, lightly and attractively toned, extremely 
rare, excessively so in this grade and quite possibly the finest surviving 
specimen. (£180—250) 

— Sixpence, 1824, first head, second reverse (ESC 1657). Almost as struck, 
scarce thus, deep tone, attractive but a little spotty on obverse. (£50—60) 1 

William IV (1830—1837), Proof Crown, 1831, plain edge (ESC 271). Lightly 
hairlined, probably the result of brushing, otherwise about as struck, brilliant 
and deeply toned, very rare. (£2,000—2,500) il 

— Proof Halfcrown, 1831, ww in script, plain edge (ESC 658). Almost as struck, 
minute nick to rim (obverse 6 o’clock), deeply toned, rare variety not issued 
in the sets. (£300—400) 1 

— Halfcrown, 1834, ww in script (ESC 662). Almost as struck, lightly and 
pleasingly toned, scarce. (£120—150) 1 

William IV (1830-1837), Halfcrown, Shilling, and Britannia Groat, 1836, and 

Sixpence, 1834 (ESC 666, 1273, 1918, 1674). First good very fine, others 

extremely fine or nearly so. (£70—90) 4 

Victoria (1837-1901), Crown, 1845 (ESC 282). Lightly hairlined and with— 

notably to obverse—other surface marks, some quite heavy, but wear from 

circulation quite slight and otherwise good very fine, rather brightly cleaned. 

(£100—150) 1 

— Gothic Crown, 1847, lettered edge (ESC 288). Choice, good extremely fine, 

deeply and attractively toned, with mirror-like brilliance to obverse field. 
1 (£250—300) 
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*75. —A similar coin. Hairlined, with small nick on neck and a few other trivial 
marks, otherwise almost as struck, brilliant and prooflike. (£250—280) 1 

*76 — Asimilar coin. A few light surface marks, otherwise extremely fine, attractively 
toned, rather mottled on obverse. (£200—250) 1 

*77 —A similar coin. Hairlined, some other surface marks and with rim lightly 
grazed in places, about extremely fine. (£180—220) 1 

*78 — Proof Halfcrown, 1839, young head, one plain and one ornate fillet in hair, 
W W in relief on truncation, plain edge, as issued in the sets (ESC 670). A 
few faint hairlines on obverse, brilliant and practically as struck, attractive 
deep iridescent tone, rare. (£300—400) 

*79 — Proof Halfcrown, 1839, young head, two plain fillets in hair, w w in relief on 
truncation, plain edge (ESC 671A—RS). Brilliant and about as struck, 
attractive steel blue tone, extremely rare. (£600—800) 1 

*80 — Proof Halfcrown, 1839, young head, two plain fillets in hair, ww incuse on 
truncation, plain edge (ESC 672B—R3). With a few light surface marks, 
almost as struck, deep olive and grey tone, extremely rare. (£400—600) 1 

*81 — Halfcrown, 1840, young head (ESC 673; EMC 1464). Choice, light scuffing 
to obverse, otherwise good extremely fine, very lightly toned, very scarce in 
this state. (£100—120) 

*82 — Halfcrown, 1841, young head (ESC 674; EMC 1465). Lightly rubbed to 
highest points of portrait and reverse design, choice extremely fine, lightly and 
attractively toned, very rare, particularly in this state. (£200—300) 1 

83 — Halfcrown, 1842, young head (ESC 675; EMC 1466). A little scuffed, ex- 
tremely fine, reverse better. (£70—100) 1 

84 — Halfcrown, 1844 (ESC 677; EMC 1468). A little scuffed, extremely fine or 
better. (£100—120) 1 

85 — Halfcrowns (3), 1844 (2), 1849, large date (ESC 677, 682). All heavily 
cleaned, otherwise one 1844 good very fine (surface quite heavily marked), 
other about extremely fine, harp on reverse rather weak, last good very fine, 
this scarce. (£100—140) 

"86 — Halfcrown, 1846 (ESC 680; EMC 1470). Some scuffing and grazing to ob- 
verse but few signs of wear, and otherwise choice and better than extremely 
fine, scarce. (£120—140) 1 
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— Halfcrown, 1845, (ESC 679; EMC 1469). Extremely fine, with faint hairlines 
and cleaned in the past, now re-toning. (£60—80) 1 

— Halfcrown, 1849, small date (ESC 68; EMC 1472). Faint hairlines, as a result 
of brushing, otherwise good extremely fine, attractive even grey tone, scarce, 
particularly so in this state. (£160—200) 1 

— Halfcrown, 1850 (ESC 684; EMC 1473). Choice, very slight scuffing, practi- 
cally mint state, very rare in this state. (£200—300 1 

In the opinion of the cataloguers this date is far rarer in top grades than EMC 
indicates. 

— Proof Halfcrown, 1864, young head, one plain and one ornate fillet, grained 
edge (ESC 690). Hairlined on obverse, probably the result of brushing, 
otherwise about as struck, brilliant, pleasing light tone on obverse, somewhat 
darker on reverse, very rare. (£1,200—1,500) 

— Another, plain edge (ESC 691). Quite heavily hairlined, deeply toned but has 
been cleaned in the past and lacking frosting, otherwise good extremely fine, 
very rare. (£1,000—1,200) 

— Halfcrown, 1874, young head (ESC 692). Almost as struck, pleasing even 
grey tone. (£60—80) 1 

— Halfcrown, 1874 (ESC 694). Has been cleaned, with a few light marks to 
obverse, including a graze on cheek, otherwise choice and good extremely 
fine. (£60—80) 1 

— Halfcrowns (3), 1874, 1881, 1883, 1886 (ESC 694, 707, 711 715). Have been 
cleaned, otherwise extremely fine. (£150—180) 4 

— Proof Halfcrown, 1879 (ESC 704—R4). A few trivial marks and some faint 
hairlines, otherwise about as struck and brilliant, toned attractively to steel 

blue on obverse and olive on reverse, extremely rare. (£500—700) 1 

— Halfcrown, 1880 (ESC 705; EMC 1494). Faint hairlines, almost as struck. 

(£60—80) i 

— Proof Halfcrown, 1881, grained edge (ESC 708—R3). Lightly hairlined, 

otherwise about as struck, deeply and attractively toned, extremely rare. 

(£400—500) 

— Halfcrown, 1883 (ESC 711; EMC 1500). Choice, a few minor marks only, 

virtually as struck, lightly toned. (£60—80) 
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— Halfcrown, 1885 (ESC 713; EMC 1502). Light scuffing, almost as struck. 
(£60—80) I 

— Halfcrown, 1887, young head (ESC 717; EMC 1506). A little scuffed, practi- 
cally as struck. (£60—80) 

— Proof Halfcrown, 1887, young head grained edge (ESC 718—R5). An out- 
standing coin, brilliant and about as struck, attractive deep olive, iridescent 
tone, slightly freckled on reverse, extremely rare. (£600—800) 

— Pattern or Proof Florin, 1848, plain edge (ESC 799). Has been cleaned, 
scuffed and quite heavily hairlined, otherwise extremely fine. (£300—500) 1 

— Pattern Florin, 1848, by William Wyon, young head left, hair tied with plain 
fillet, rev. Royal cypher vr interlinked with rose, thistle, shamrock and 
Prince of Wale’s plumes within quatrefoil, ONE FLORIN TWO SHILLINGS, plain 
edge, struck en médaille (ESC 897—R2). With a few faint hairlines, other- 
wise about as struck, deeply and attractively toned, very rare. (£ES00—600) 1 

— Pattern Florin, 1848, by William Wyon, large young laureate head left, ww 
on truncation, rev. Royal cypher vr interlinked with rose, thistle, shamrock 
and Prince of Wale’s plumes within quatrefoil, ONE CENTUM ONE TENTH OF A 
POUND, plain edge, struck en médaille (ESC 899—R2). About as struck, 
brilliant, superb specimen, deeply and attractively toned, very rare. 
(£500—600) 1 

— Pattern Florin, 1848 by William Wyon, large young laureate head left, ww on 
truncation, rev. Royal cypher vr interlinked with rose, thistle, shamrock 
and Prince of Wale’s plumes within quatrefoil, ONE DECADE ONE TENTH OF A 
POUND, plain edge, struck en médaille (ESC 902—R2). Virtually as struck, 
though lacking full brilliance, deep tone, slightly streaked on obverse, very 
rare. (£500—600) 1 

— Pattern Forin, 1848, by William Wyon, young head left, hair tied with plain 
fillet, rev. ONE DECADE, small trident below within oak wreath, 100 MILLES 
above. ONE TENTH OF A POUND below, plain edge, struck en médaille 
(ESC 909—R2). With a few faint and trivial hairlines, virtually as struck, 
attractive deep olive tone, very rare. (£500—600) 1 

— Godless Florin, 1849 (ESC 802); Gothic Florin, 1852 (ESC 806). First good 
extremely fine and toned, second choice, detail sharp for issue and surface 
free of heavy scuffing, almost as struck and deeply toned. (£80—100) 2 

— Gothic Florins, 1859, no stop after date, 1864, 1871, die 3, 1878, die 89, 1883, 
1885 (ESC 818, 824, 837, 849, 859, 861). Very fine or better, have mostly 
been cleaned. (£150—180) 6 
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— Gothic Florin, 1865 (ESC 826; EMC 1552). Good extremely fine, deeply 
1 toned, scarce, particularly in this state. (£60—80) 

— Gothic Florin, 1879, no ww, 38 arcs (ESC 852); Double-Florin, 1888 
(ESC 397). First lightly scuffed, otherwise extremely fine, second toned. 
(£100—120) Z 

— Pattern Florin, 1875, by L. C. Wyon [reverse after Pistrucci], coronetted 
head left, rev. St. George and the dragon, date below, plain edge, struck en 
médaille (ESC 916—R6). Virtually mint state, brilliant, deeply and attrac- 
tively toned, excessively rare. (£1,500—2,000) if 

— Proof Shilling, 1839, second young head, A3, no ww on truncation, plain 
edge (ESC 1284). Blemish on neck just above truncation and graze below 
REG, otherwise about as struck, deeply and attractively toned, to deep olive on 
obverse, rare, this sub-type not issued in the sets. (£200—250) 1 

— Proof Shilling, 1839, second young head, no ww, plain edge (ESC 1284). 
Virtually mint state, brilliant, with deep smoky blue tone, rare. (£150—200) 

— Shilling, 1839, second young head (ESC 1283). Choice, virtually as struck, 
lightly and attractively toned. (£40—50) 1 

— Shilling, 1841 (ESC 1287; EMC 1717). Has been cleaned and lightly hair- 
lined, otherwise nearly as struck, rare, particularly in this state. (£60—70) 1 

— Shilling, 1842, 1844, 1858 (ESC 1288, 1291, 1306). Extremely fine or better, 
second lightly toned but both first and last cleaned, last brightly so. 

3 (£80—100) 

— Shilling, 1843 (ESC 1290 R; EMC 1624). Choice, good extremely fine, lightly 
and attractively toned, rare. (£50—60) it 

— Shilling, 1850 (ESC 1296—R3; EMC 1630). Highest points of portrait and 
reverse design a little rubbed, and with some scuffing, notably to obverse, 
about extremely fine, toned, extremely rare. (£400—500) 1 

Shillings dated 1850 (and 1850/46) are generally considered to be the rarest of the 
‘young head” series. Specimens which are better than extremely fine, if they exist at 
all, must be excessively rare (they are unpriced in CMV) and this example must be 
one of the best available. 

— Shilling, 1851 (ESC 1297—R2; EMC 1632). Choice, virtually as struck, lightly 
1 toned, very rare. (£150—200) 

— Shillings, 1852 (ESC 1697; EMC 1634). Choice, a few minor marks, virtually 
as struck, lightly toned. (£40—S0) 1 
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— A similar coin. Choice, virtually as struck, just beginning to tone. (£40—50) 1 

— Shilling, 1860, second young head (ESC 1308; EMC 1643). Choice, practi- 
cally as struck, deep and attractive olive tone, rare. (£50—60) 1 

— Shilling, 1861, second young head (ESC 1309—R; EMC 1644). Extremely 
fine, or a little better, has been lightly cleaned, though still retaining some 
peripheral toning, with faint hairlines and slight scuffing, rare. (£40—S0) 34 

— Shilling, 1862, second young head (ESC 1310—R2; EMC 1645). Slight graz- 
ing to highest points of hair, otherwise about as struck and choice, olive tone, 
this a little uneven on obverse, very rare. (£60—80) 

— Shilling, 1863, by Weiner and Wyon, coronetted head left, C.H.w. raised on 
truncation, rev. ONE SHILLING, within crowned wreath, date below, as 
currency type (ESC 1375—R3). Good extremely fine, deeply toned, ex- 

1 tremely rare. (£200—300) 

— Shilling, 1864, second young head, die 9 (ESC 1312). Choice, almost as 
struck, deep olive tone. (£40—S0) I 

— Shilling, 1865, second young head, die 37 (ESC 1313). Almost as struck, 
1 choice, deep and attractive olive tone. (£40—50) 

— Shilling, 1866, second young head, die 56 (ESC i314). Almost as struck, 
lightly toned and choice. (£40—S0) 1 

— Shilling, 1867, second young head, die 2 (ESC 1315). Good extremely fine, 
1 scarce. (£40—50) 

— Shilling, 1869, third young head, die 4 (ESC 1319; EMC R2[AS]). Choice, 
virtually as struck, with attractive olive tone, rare. (£50—60) 1 

— Shillings, 1872, die 14, 1873 (2), dies 5S and 44, 1875, die 68, third young head, 
1881, fourth young head (ESC 1324, 1325, 1327, 1338). Fourth quite heavily 
cleaned and a little grazed on obverse, about extremely fine, others extremely 
fine or better and toned. (£120—140) 5 

— Pattern Shilling, 1875, by L. C. Wyon [after W. Wyon and B. Pistrucci], third 
young head, as currency type, rev. St. George and dragon, date below, plain 
edge, struck en medaille (ESC 1401—R6). A few light hairlines, almost as 
struck, deeply and attractively toned, excessively rare. (£800—1,000) 1 

— Proof Shilling, 1887, young head (ESC 1350—R5). A few faint hairlines, 
virtually as struck, brilliant, light tone, extremely rare. (£200—250) 1 
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134 — Sixpences (7), 1845, 1846, 1853, first young head, 1870, 1880, second young 
head, 1883, 1884 third young head (ESC 1691, 1692, 1721, 1737 C, 1744). 
Extremely fine or better, mostly nicely toned and choice, some rare, particu- 
larly fourth. (£120—150) 7 

135 — Sixpence, 1850, first young head (ESC 1695; EMC 1725). Good extremely 
fine, rare, particularly in this state. (£40—60) 1 

136 — Sixpences (4), 1853, 1855, 1856, 1860, 1866, first young head (ESC 1698, 
1701, 1702, 1709). All choice, attractively toned and virtually as struck, 1853 
and 1860 rare. (£150—180) 5 

“137 ~— Sixpence, 1863, first young head (ESC 1712). Virtually as struck, attractive 
olive tone, very rare. (£60—80) 1 

138 — Threepence, 1885 (ESC 2092). With light hairlines, otherwise mint state, 
attractively toned, with brilliant mirror-like fields and possibly an unrecorded 
proof striking. (£30—40) i 

139 — Jubilee head Crowns, 1887, 1888, 1889, 1890, 1892 (ESC 296, 298, 299, 300, 
302). Very fine or better, but first and last two heavily cleaned. (£100—120) 5 

140 — Jubilee head Crown, 1887 (ESC 296), Shilling, Sixpence, Threepence, 
Maundy Money Fourpence and Twopence, 1889. Extremely fine or better, 
generally toned. (£50—60) 6 

141 — Jubilee head Double-Florins, 1887 (2, Roman I and Arabic 1), 1888, 1889 (2), 
1890 (ESC 394, 395, 397, 398, 399). First good extremely fine, others a little 
scuffed and except one (1889) have been cleaned, extremely fine or nearly so. 
(£50—80) 

142 — Jubilee head Double-Florin, 1887, Arabic 1 (ESC 395); Halfcrowns (4), 1887 
proof (?), 1889, 1890, 1892 (ESC 719, 720[?], 722, 723, 725); Florin, 1889 
(ESC 871). First two practically as struck, second with mottled tone, proof- 
like but lacking the brilliance and frosting associated with proofs of this date 
and probably a well struck currency specimen, others extremely fine or better 
and toned, last scarce. (£100—120) . 6 

143 — Jubilee head Halfcrowns (3), 1887, 1889, 1892 (ESC 719, 722, 725); old head 
Halfcrowns (3), 1893, toothed border, 1899, 1901 (ESC 726, 733, 735). Very 
fine or better, but generally rather scuffed and all have been cleaned. 
(£50—70) 6 

144 — Jubilee head Florins, 1887, 1887 proof, 1888, 1890 (ESC 868, 869, 870, 872). 
Second brilliant, practically as struck, deeply toned, others extremely fine or 
better, final three scarce. (£120—150) 
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145 — Jubilee head Florins, 1887, 1888, 1889 (ESC 868, 870, 871); old head Florins, 

1899, 1900 (2) (ESC 883, 884). Better than very fine, but a little scuffed and 

all, except second, have been cleaned, second, third and fourth scarce. 

(£60—90) 

146 — Proof old head coinage of 1893, Crown, Halfcrown, Florin, Shilling, Six- 
pence, Maundy Fourpence, Threepence and Twopence (ESC 304, 727, 877, 
1362, 1763, 2508 [part]). The Florin slightly scratched before the bust, 
otherwise extremely fine or better, uneven mottled tone. (£400—500) 8 

*147 — Old head Crown, 1893, edge Lvi (ESC 303). A superb example, virtually mint 
state, attractive light olive tone. (£75—100) 1 

148 — Old head Crown, 1896, edge Lx (ESC 311; Salzman 2+ A). A few light marks 
and grazes to surface, somewhat more pronounced on obverse, extremely 
fine or better. (£60—80) 

149 — Old head Crown, 1897, edge Lx1 (ESC 313). Some very light scuffing, good 
extremely fine, toned. (£60—100) 1 

150 — A similar coin. A little scuffed, good extremely fine, lightly toned. (£60—80) 1 

*151 — Old head Crown, 1898, edge Lx1 (ESC 314). Has been cleaned, with faint 
hairlines and a few other trivial marks, otherwise good extremely fine, rare, 
particularly in this state. (£80—120) 

*152 — Old head Crown, 1898, edge Lxu (ESC 315; Salzman 2+C). A few light 
marks to surface, and high points of design slightly grazed, but almost no 
signs of wear, choice, good extremely fine, attractive light mottled tone, 
scarce, particularly in this state. (£80—120) 1 

153 — Old head Crowns (4), 1893, edge Lvi, 1894, edge Lv, 1897, edge Lx and 
1898, edge Lx (ESC 303, 307, 312, 315). Except third, have been cleaned, 
some scuffing and abrasions, better than very fine. (£100—120) 4 

154 — Old head Crowns (2), 1899, edges Lx and Lx (ESC 316, 317). Second with, 
on obverse, some grazes on neck, otherwise both extremely fine and toned. 
(£60—80) 2 

155 — Old head Crowns (2), 1900, edges Lxm and LxIv (ESC 318, 319). First 
extremely fine, with even grey tone, last has been cleaned and rather heavily 
scuffed, nearly extremely fine. (£60—80) 2 

156 — Old head Halfcrowns, 1893, 1894, 1895, 1896, 1900, 1901 (ESC 726, 728, 729, 
730, 734, 735). All of outstanding quality, mint state or virtually so and 
mostly attractively toned. (£150—200) 6 
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— Old head Halfcrowns (4), 1894, 1895, 1897, 1898 (ESC 728;,7295 781, 732), 
Generally a little scuffed, notably second and third (this with deep and 
noticeable graze on obverse to right of GRA), otherwise extremely fine or 
somewhat better, all have been cleaned. (£75—100) 

— Old head Halfcrown, Florin, Shilling, Sixpence, Threepence, 1898 (ESC 732, 
882, 1367, 1768, 2110). Obverse of first a little scuffed in field and portrait 
very slightly grazed, this extremely fine, reverse better, others practically mint 
state, with attractive olive tone, Florin and Threepence particularly choice. 
(£60—80) 5 

— Old head Halfcrown, Florin and Sixpence, 1901 (SC 735, 885, 1771); Shilling, 
1898 (ESC 1367); Jubilee head Shilling, 1887, new type (2), 1889, and 
Threepences 1887, 1888, 1892 (ESC 1351, 1754, 2096, 2098, 2102). Ex- 
tremely fine or better, but edge of 1898 Shilling imperfectly struck, mostly 
toned. (£60—80) ul 

— Old head Florins (4), 1893, 1895, 1897, 1901 (ESC 876, 879, 881, 885). 
Extremely fine or better, lightly toned, last two a little unevenly. (£100—120) 

4 

— Proof old head Shilling, 1893 (ESC 1362); old head Shillings (3), 1897 (2), 
1898, 1899 (ESC 1366, 1367, 1369), and Sixpences (3), 1896, 1901 (2) (ESC 
1766, 1771). First mint state, brilliant, deeply and attractively toned, others 
extremely fine or better and toned, last four particularly choice. (£80—120) 8 

— Crowns, 1844, 1887 (2), 1889, 1892, 1893 Lv1, 1900 LIx. Mostly fine or very 
fine, but last harshly cleaned and tooled. (£50—60) 7 

— Halfcrowns (3), 1846, 1881, 1900 (ESC 680, 707, 734). Good very fine or 
better, first scarce. (£150—250) 3 

Edward VII (1901—1910), Crown, 1902 (ESC 361). A few light abrasions, almost 
as struck. (£60—80) 1 

— A similar coin. Good extremely fine, lightly toned. (£60—80) 1 

— Matt proof Crown, Halfcrown, Florin, Shilling and Sixpence, 1902 (ESC 361, 
747, 920, 1411, 1786). Mint state or virtually so. (£140—180) 5 

— Halfcrown, Florin and Shilling, 1902 (ESC 746, 919, 1419). Extremely fine or 
better, toned, first two lightly so. (£40—50) 3 
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168 — Halfcrowns (3), 1902 (2, one a matt proof), 1910 (ESC 746, 747); Florin, 1903 
(ESC 921). Obverse of regular 1902 Halfcrown a little rubbed on portrait and 
surface rather scuffed, good very fine, reverse better, matt proof better than 
extremely fine but with faint hairlines and probably very lightly cleaned, third 
good extremely fine, last better than very fine but rather grazed and scuffed. 
(£80—100) 4 

*169 — Halfcrown, 1903 (ESC 748; EMC 2254). Choice, about as struck, attractive, 
slightly mottled tone, rare, particularly in this state. (£300—400) 1 

Halfcrowns dated 1903 are considered by many to be as rare, if not rarer, than those 
dated 1905, though whether a rarity rating, quoted in EMC, in AS quite as high as R4 
is justified is perhaps more open to question. 

*170 — Halfcrown, 1904 (ESC 749; EMC 2255). An outstanding specimen, a few 
minor nicks to rim, including slight graze to obverse (7 o'clock), otherwise 
about as struck, with attractive olive tone, rare, particularly in this state. 
(£200—250) 1 

171 — Halfcrown, 1905 (ESC 750; EMC 2256). About as struck, pleasing light tone, 
and choice, very rare, particularly in this state. (£400—600) 1 

172 — Halfcrown, 1906 (ESC 751; EMC 2257). With a few light abrasions, notably to 
obverse, otherwise almost as struck, lightly toned, scarce. (£60—80) if 

173, —A similar coin. Obverse lightly scuffed and with some nicks to rim, otherwise 
good extremely fine, reverse about as struck, scarce. (£50—80) 1 

174 — Halfcrown, 1907 (ESC 752; EMC 2258). With very minor nicks to rim and 
portrait a little softly struck, otherwise about as struck, lightly toned, rare. 
(£80—100) 1 

175  — Halfcrown, 1909 (ESC 754). Extremely fine, rare. (£50—80) 1 

176 — Asimilar coin. Some slight scuffing, most notably to obverse, otherwise almost 
as struck, lightly and attractively toned, rare. (£70—90) 1 

177 — Florin, 1903 (ESC 921). Almost as struck, beginning to tone, scarce. (£40—50) 
1 

178 — Shillings, 1902 (2), 1910 (ESC 1410, 1419); Sixpences, 1903 (2), 1904, 1905, 
1908, 1910 (ESC 1787, 1788, 1789, 1792, 1794); Threepences, 1902, 1904 
(ESC 2114, 2117). The 1904 Sixpence a little soft, about extremely fine, 
others generally virtually as struck and mostly pleasingly toned. (£120—150) 

11 
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179 — Maundy sets, 1902-1910, the complete series of dates (ESC 2517, 
2519-2526). Twopence of 1902 set with edge knock at 1 o’clock, otherwise 
generally mint state or practically so, several toned. (£200—250) a2 

180 — Florin, 1905, Shillings (4), 1902, 1906, 1907, 1910, Sixpences (3), 1902, 1906, 
1910, Threepences (4), 1902, 1908, 1909, 1910, Pennies (2), 1909, 1910, 
Halfpenny, 1903, contained in a modern type set coin album. Good very fine 
to extremely fine, some have been lightly cleaned. (£100—150) 15 

181 George V (1910—1936), Specimen Set of coins, 1911, comprising Sovereign, 
Half-Sovereign, silver Halfcrown to Maundy Penny, in red leather case of 
issue. Brilliant, mint state or practically so, the case very clean and fresh. 
(£380—450) 10 

182 — Specimen Set, 1911, comprising Halfcrown to Maundy Penny, in case of 

issue. Almost as struck, darkly toned. (£200—250) 8 

183. —A similar lot. Similar state. (£200—250) 8 

184 — Proof Set, 1927, comprising Crown, Halfcrown, Florin, Shilling, Sixpence 
and Threepence (ESC 367, 775, 947, 1440, 1816, 2141), in box of issue. 
About as struck. (£140—180) 6 

185 —A similar Set. About as struck, the box worn. (£140—180) 1 

186 —A similar Set. About as struck, without box (or case) of issue. (£140—180) 6 

187 —A similar Set. Several of displeasing appearance, most noticeably the Three- 
pence, otherwise almost as struck. (£120—150) 6 

188 — Proof Crown, 1927 (ESC 367). Brilliant and about as struck. (£60—80) 1 

189 —A similar coin. Brilliant, mint state. (£60—80) 1 

*190 — Crown, 1928 (ESC 368). An outstanding example, minute blemish on back of 

head but virtually without bag marks or scuffing, practically mint state, 

attractive even tone. (£75—100) 

191 —A similar coin. Extremely fine, toned. (£50—60) 1 

192* — Crown, 1931 (ESC 371). Choice, with only a few trivial surface marks, almost 

as struck, attractive blue and light olive tone, scarce, 4,056 struck. (£80—120) 
1 
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*193 — A similar coin. Choice, practically as struck, brilliant and toned, possibly an 
early striking. (£80—120) | 

194 —A similar coin. Choice, about as struck. (£70—90) 1 

*195 — Crown, 1932 (ESC 372). Light scuffing to obverse good extremely fine, very 
scarce, 2,395 struck. (£120—140) 1 

196 — Crown, 1933 (ESC 373). Good extremely fine, attractive slightly freckled tone. 
(£75—100) 1 

197 —A similar coin. Extremely fine. (£70—90) 1 

*198 — Crown, 1934 (ESC 374). Some minor grazing and slight scuffing, notably to 
obverse, faint hairlines apparent, the result of cleaning, extremely fine, 
reverse better, very rare, 932 struck. (£400—600) 

199 — Proof Crown, 1935, raised edge (ESC 378). Mint state or practically so, light, 
slightly mottled tone, rare, 2,500 struck. (£120—150) 1 

200 — Asimilar coin. Brilliant, a few trivial hairlines, virtually as struck. (£100—120) 
1 

*201 — Crown, 1936 (ESC 381). Practically mint state, with attractive mottled tone, an 
outstanding specimen, finer than usual for the date, scarce, 2,473 pieces 
struck. (£100—150) 1 

*202 —A similar coin. Light abrasions only, good extremely fine. (£100—120) 1 

203 — Crowns (2), 1929 and 1933 (ESC 369, 373). Both extremely fine, first toned, 
this scarce, 4,994 and 7,132 pieces struck respectively. (£100—120) 2 

204 — Proof Halfcrown, Florin, Shilling and Sixpence, 1911 (ESC 758, 930, 1421, 
1786). Brilliant, mint state or virtually so, lightly toned. (£100—120) 4 

205 — Halfcrown, 1925 (ESC 722). High points a little rubbed, extremely fine, rare. 
(£60—80) 1 

206 — Halfcrown, 1930 (ESC 779—R2). A few light surface marks to obverse, almost 
as struck and rare. (£60—80) 1 
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207 — Proof set, 1935, comprising silver Halfcrown, Florin, Shilling, Sixpence, 
Threepence, bronze Penny, Halfpenny and Farthing. Mint state or virtually 
so and brilliant, the bronze coins have begun to tone, extremely rare. 
(£400—500) 7 

208 — Crown, 1935, specimen striking (ESC 376); Halfcrowns (6), 1911, 1912, 
TOIS, 1918, 1926, 1926. mod. eff. (BSC 757, 759, 762, 765, 773, 774); 
Florins (3), 1923, 1935, 1936 (ESC 742, 954, 955); Shillings (8), 1923, 1924, 
1926, 1927 mod. eff., 1927 proof, 1928, 1929, 1933 (ESC 1433—R, 1434—-R, 
1436, 1438, 1440, 1441, 1442, 1444); Sixpences (7), 1914, 1923, 1924, 1928, 
1929, 1936 (2) (ESC 1799, 1809, 1810, 1817, 1818, 1825). Mostly extremely 
fine or better, 1911 and 1912 showing little sign of wear from circulation, but 
both scuffed and rubbed, particularly second. (£120—150) ja) 

209 — Halfcrowns, 1911, 1914, 1915, 1916, 1917, 1918, 1919, 1922, 1927 proof, 
1928, 1935, 1936 (ESC 757, 76ll, 762, 763, 764, 765, 766, 769, 776, 777, 784, 
785); Florins, 1927 proof, 1936. Many somewhat weakly struck, as is often 
the case, mostly extremely fine or better. (£100—120) 14 

210 — Halfcrowns (2), 1928, 1929 (ESC 777, 778); Florins (6), 1914, 1916, 1926, 
1927, proof, 1928, 1935 (ESC 953, 935, 945, 947, 949, 948, 954); Shillings 
(2), 1932, 1933 (ESC 1445, 1446); Sixpences, 1911, 1912, 1926, 1927 mod. 
eff. (ESC 1795, 1797, 1814, 1815). Generally extremely fine or better. 
(£60—80) iS 

211 — Halfcrowns (6), 1914, 1915, 1916, 1917, 1918 1923; Florins (2), 1923, 1926; 
Shillings (5), 1913, 1916, 1920, 1924, 1926; Sixpences (6), 1912, 1914, 1916 
1922, 1924, 1926; Threepences (3), 1912, 1920, 1921; Pennies (8), 1912 KN, 
1912, 1913, 1914, 1916, 1917, 1919, 1920; Halfpenny, 1924; Farthings (4), 
1920, 1921, 1922, 1925, contained in type set folder. Mostly extremely fine or 
better. (£100—150) 35 

212 Elizabeth II (1952—), Proof Piedfort Pound, 1983 [United Kingdom type], in 
silver, in green leatherette case of issue, with leaflet (S. 4185). Brilliant mint 
state. (£150—180) 1 

213 — Proof Piedfort Collection 1984—1987, in Royal Mint case of issue. About as 

struck. (£150—200) 4 

214 —QA similar set. Similar state. (£150—200) 4 

215 —A similar set. Similar state. (£150—200) 4 

216 — Piedfort Proof Pounds (4), 1983, 1986, 1987, 1988, in cases of issue. About as 

struck. (£200—250) 4 

217 — Piedfort Proof Pounds, 1987 (2), Proof sets (2), 1983, 1984, in cases and 

boxes of issue. About as struck. (£70—100) 18 
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— Piedfort Proof Pounds, 1987 (2), silver Proof Pound collection 1984—1987, 
‘silver Proof Pounds (2), 1983, 1984, in cases of issue. About as struck. 
(£80—120) 

— Piedfort Proof Pound, 1984 [Scottish type], in silver, in red leatherette case of 
issue, with leaflet (S. 4186). Brilliant mint state. (£40—S0) 1 

— A similar coin, without leaflet. Brilliant mint state. (£40—SO) 1 

— Piedfort Proof Pounds, in silver (6), 1985 [Welsh type] (2), 1986 [Northern 
Ireland type], 1987, [English type] (2), 1988 [United Kingdom type] 
(S. 4281, 4282, 4283, 4284); Proof Pounds, 1985, 1988, in silver (S. 4284), in 
cases of issue, with leaflets. Brilliant mint state. (£80—120) 8 

INTERVAL 
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Sale recommences at 1 p.m. 

ENGLISH GOLD COINS AND MEDALS 

The following lot consists of 14 English gold hammered coins, ranging from the reigns 
of Edward III to Elizabeth I, representing a fine cross-section of coins of that series. 

“230 () Edward III (1327—1377) , Fourth Coinage, Treay Period, Nobles (2), 
both Calais, one with and one without flag at stern of ship (N. 1234, 
1237; S. 1504, 1505). First good very fine, second from worn dies, 
otherwise very fine. 

(11) Henry V (1413-1422), Nobles (2), Class C and D (N. 1371, 1372; 
S. 1742, 1743). About very fine and good very fine. 

(iii) Henry VI, First Reign (1422—1461), Rosette-Mascle Issue, London, 
Noble (N. 1439; S. 1817), Annulet Issue, Calais, Quarter-Noble 
(N. 1421; S. 1814). First creased and straightened and with edge knock 
at 3 o'clock, otherwise very fine, second somewhat creased otherwise 
about very fine. 

(iv) Edward IV, First Reign (1461—1470), Light Coinage, Ryals (2), Lon- 
don, both m.m. crown (N. 1549; S. 1950, 1951). First crimped, second 
has been clipped, otherwise both about very fine. 

(v) Henry VII (1485—1509), Angel, new type, Class V, m.m. cross-crosslet 
(N. 1698; S. 2187). Creased, otherwise good fine. 

(vi) Henry VIII (1509-1547), First Coinage, Angel, m.m. castle (N. 1760; 
S. 2265), Half-Angel, m.m. obscured (castle with H?) (N. 1761; 
S. 2266). Both very fine. 

(vii) Edward VI (1547-1553), Third Period, Half-Sovereign, m.m. tun 
(N. 1928; S. 2451). Fine. 

(vii) Elizabeth I (1558—1603), Fifth Issue, Angel, m.m. crescent (N. 2005; 
S. 2531), Fourth Issue, Half-Angel, m.m. Latin cross (N. 1992/1; 
S. 2526). First with encrustation, both good fine. (£6,000—8,000) 14 

231 Celtic, Belgic, uninscribed Stater, “Westerham Type” (M. 28; S. 19). Good 
fine. (£120—150) 1 

232 Henry V (1413—1422), Noble, Class C, mullet by sword arm, broken annulet on 
side of ship (S. 1742). Scratch above stern and a little short of flan, otherwise 
a good fine. (£200—250) 1 

233 Henry VIII (1509-1547), First Coinage, Angel, m.m. crowned portcullis 
(N. 1760; S. 2265). Creased and with spade mark at centre. (£180—250) 1 

234 James I (1603-1625), Second Coinage, Unite, second bust, m.m. rose 

(S. 2618). Nearly very fine. (£200—250) il 

235+ —— Unite, fifth bust, m.m. tun (S. 2620). Rather double-struck, fine. 

(£180—220) i 

236 George I (1714-1727); Quarter-Guinea, 1718. A few minor marks, extremely 

fine. (£60—80) i 
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237 George III (1760—1820), Guinea, 1785, fourth head (S. 3728). Fine. (£50—70) 1 

238 —— 1786, similar (S. 3728). Very fine. (£80—100) 1 

239 — “Spade” Guinea, 1788 (S. 3729). Very fine. (£120—150) i 

240 — “Spade” Guinea, 1793 (S. 3729). Extremely fine. (£150—200) i 

241 W— Half-Guinea, 1806, seventh head (S. 3727). Almost extremely fine. 
(£80—100) 1 

242 — Sovereign, 1817. Very fine. (£120—140) 1 

243 — Guinea, 1774, fourth head; Half-Guinea, 1786, similar (S. 3728, 3734). Very 
fine and good fine. (£140—180) 2 

244 — Guinea, 1791, fifth head; Third-Guinea, 1797, first head. Fine and very fine. 
(£90—120) y) 

245 — Guinea, 1798, has been mounted, fine; British milled coins, Charles II to 
Victoria (23, including 1902 Proof Shilling); Cartwheel Two-Pence and 
Penny, 1797, fair to fine, later issues better. (£L200—250) 28 

246 — Half-Guineas (2), 1790, 1808, fifth and seventh heads (S. 3735, 3737). Very 
fine. (£120—150) 2 

247 — Third-Guineas (2), 1801, 1806; Quarter-Guinea, 1762 (S. 3739, 3740, _ 
Very fine. (£150—200) 

248 — Third Guinea, 1801, 4Z Two-Pence, Penny, 1797, Half-Pennies, 1799 (2), 
other British AZ (13). First fine, others mostly very fine. (£100—150) 18 

249 — Third Guineas (2) 1803, 1806, very fine, Shilling, 1816, good extremely fine, 
toned; Victoria, young head, Halfcrown, 1874, about extremely fine; other 
British silver coins, hammered and milled (12), A, etc. (33), varied state. 
(£150—200) 49 

250 — Sovereign and Half-Sovereign, 1820. Very fine and fine. (£100—120) 2 

251 George IV (1820-1830), Two-Pounds, 1823 (S. 3798). Has been mounted, fine. 
(£140—160) 1 
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— — Sovereigns (2), 1822, 1827; Half-Sovereign, 1821, fine to very fine; William 
IV, Half-Sovereign, 1835, has been mounted, fine. (£180—220) 

Victoria (1837—1901), Jubilee Five-Pounds, 1887. Rather scuffed and with edge 
nick on obverse at 6 o'clock, otherwise extremely fine. (£400—450) 1 

— — Sovereign, 1883 S, young head (S. 3862). Very fine. (£50-70) 1 

— — Sovereign, 1856, young head, shield reverse (S. 3852); Half-Sovereign, 
1901. Extremely fine, both a little scuffed, first lightly hairlined. (£90—110) 2 

— — Sovereign, 1871 S; Half-Sovereigns (2), 1899, 1900; Edward VII, Sover- 
eigns (2), 1902, 1906. Generally very fine. (£200—220) 2) 

Edward VII (1901-1910), Matt Proof Set, 1902, comprising Sovereign, Half- 
Sovereign, Crown to Maundy Penny, in red leather case of issue. About as 
struck. (£280—320) iB 

George V (1910—1936), Sovereigns (5), 1911 (2), 1913 (3). Very fine or better. 
(£240—260) 5 

— — Sovereigns (2), 1913, 1914; together with modern English Proof sets (9), 
miscellaneous coins in silver (71), base (24). Coins generally fine to very fine, 
Proof sets almost as struck. (£180—220) Lot 

Elizabeth II (1952—), Proof Britannia (£100), 1987, in Royal Mint case of issue. 
About as struck. (£220—250) 1 

—  — Proof Sovereign, 1980, Proof Half-Sovereigns, 1980 (2), in wallets of 
issue. About as struck. (£120—150) 3 

— — Proof Sovereigns, 1985 (2), in cases of issue. About as struck. (£120—150) 
2 

— — Sovereigns, 1966, 1974 (3); Isle of Man, Sovereign, 1973. Extremely fine 
or better. (£220—280) 5 

SCOTLAND 

James VI (1567—1603), Seventh Coinage, Rider, 1594 (S. 5458). Small hairline 

striking crack at five o’clock and some pitting on reverse, otherwise very fine. 

(£400—500) 1 
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Sovereigns (4), 1821, 1902, 1906, 1912; Half-Sovereign, 1911. Mostly very fine. 
(£220—260) 5 

Sovereign, 1879 M; other coins, most English, in silver (4), base (8). Generally 
fine to very fine, a few better. (£50—60) 12 

Sovereigns (2), 1898, 1915; Half-Sovereigns (2), 1892, 1896; France, 10-Francs, 
1863 BB, last three coins in gold mounts, 1953 specimen sets (2), First 
Decimal coinage wallets (7), two albums of banknotes. Fine to very fine, 
modern coins better. (£200—250) Lot 

Sovereigns (3), 1901, 1965 (2); Half-Sovereigns (2), 1903, 1925 SA; Italy, 20- 
Lira, 1882 R; South Africa, 2-Rand, 1965. Mostly extremely fine. 
(£300—320) i 

Sovereigns, 1905 M, 1912, 1913. Very fine or better. (£130—160) 3 

Half-Sovereign, 1896, fine; U.S.A. Gold Dollar, 1874, hold, fair; other coins of 
the World, mostly base, some silver (199), fair to fine, a few better. 
(£100—150) 201 

Half-Sovereigns (5), 1906, 1909 (2), 1911, 1923. Very fine. (£140—160) 5 

Winston Churchill, gold commemorative medals (2), 1965, by L. E. Pinches 
(total wt. 2.850z.). Almost as struck. (£550—650) 2 

Battle of Hastings, 1000th Anniversary, 1966, gold medal (22ct. approx. wt. 
50gms.), published by Spink, 40mm, in case of issue, with leaflet. About as 
struck. (£250—300) 1 

Stamp Replica, in gold, The Postal Union Congress, London 1929, £1 (22ct. 
approx. wt. 40gms.), with certificate, in case of issue. About as struck. 
(£250—300) 1 

— A similar lot, with certificate, in case of issue. About as struck. (£250—300) 1 

— The Royal Wedding, H.R.H. the Princess Anne, Capt. M. Phillips, 20p. 
(22ct. approx. wt. 26gms.), 33p., in silver (approx. wt. 26gms.), with 
certificate, in case of issue. About as struck. (£150—200) » 

— A similar lot, with certificate, in case of issue. About as struck. (£150—200) 2 

— Penny Black and Machin £1 (22ct. approx. wt. 38gms.), with certificate, in 
case of issue. About as struck. (£250—300) 2 
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— A similar lot, with certificate, in case of issue. About as struck. (£250—300) 2 

A group of Scottish academic prize medals in gold and silver to (Professor) 
Gordon Donaldson, comprising Royal High School of Edinburgh, The City 
Medal for Greek, 1931, 18ct. ???gms.;—The MacGregor Medal for Latin, 
as Dux, 1931, 9ct. ???gms.; The Royal Historical Society, David Anderson- 
Berry Prize, 9ct., ???gms. (possibly the first award of this prize); Thomas 
Scott Muir Memorial prize, 249, 1929 (first award of this prize), portrait bust 
of Muir by Pilkington Jackson, 1930; together with the Imperial Service 
medal, Geo. VI, to the Father of the previous recipient, Mungo Donaldson, 
all cased. All extremely fine. (£550—600) 

FOREIGN GOLD COINS 

Austria, Franz Joseph, Re-strike 100-Corona, 1915. Almost as_ struck. 
(£220—250) if 

— — A similar coin. A little scuffed, otherwise extremely fine. (£220—250) 1 

A group of 42 8-Escudo pieces from various South American mints 

Bolivia, Charles IV, Potosi, 1793 PR (Cal. 1312). Fine, scarce. (£300—350) 1 

— — Potosi, 1805 PJ (Cal. 1325). Flaws to flan, and 0 of date rather rubbed, 
otherwise fine, scarce. (£300—350) 1 

— — Potosi, 1806 PJ (Cal. 1327). Fine, reverse better, scarce. (£300—350) 1 

Chile, Charles III, Santiago, 1779 DA (Cal. 973). Obverse rather heavily 
marked, otherwise about fine, rare. (£300—350) 1 

— Charles IV, Santiago, 1796 DA (Cal. 1205). Middle of shield obscured, and 

portrait rather heavily marked, otherwise fine, scarce. (£250—300) 1 

— — Santiago, 1798 DA (Cal. 1208). Fair to about fine. (£250—300) 1 

—— Santiago, 1804 FJ, without dot before auspice (Cal. 1221). Parts of 

obverse and reverse worn, otherwise fine, scarce. (£250—300) 1 

— — Santiago, 1805 FJ (Cal. 122). Obverse only about fine, reverse with slight 

adjustment marks running through shield, otherwise very fine or better, 

scarce. (£280—320) ik 

— — A similar coin. Fair, scarce. (£250—300) 1 
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292 Colombia, Charles III, Nuevo Reino, 1789 JJ (Cal. 1083). Good fine, reverse 
better, very scarce. (£250—400) | 

293 — Charles IV, Nuevo Reino, 1792 JJ (Cal. 1268). Slight edge knock above and 
to left of portrait, otherwise fine, scarce. (£280—320) ] 

294. —— Nuevo Reino, 1793 JJ (Cal. 1270). Surface rather heavily knocked, 
otherwise about fine. (£250—300) ] 

295 —— Nuevo Reino, 1795 JJ (Cal. 1273). Almost fine, reverse better, scarce. 
(£250—300) 1 

*296 —— Nuevo Reino, 1800 JJ (Cal. 1281). Good fine, scarce. (£300—350) 1 

297 —-— Nuevo Reino, 1804 JJ (Cal. 1289). With edge knock at 12 o'clock, 
otherwise about fine, scarce. (£250—300) 1 

298 —— Nuevo Reino, 1806 JJ, without dot after R at the end of obverse legend 
(Cal. 1293). Fair, but very scarce. (£250—300) 1 

299 — Ferdinand VII, Nuevo Reino, 1813 JF (Cal. 1474). A little irregular, other- 
wise about fine. (£250—300) 1 

300 —— Nuevo Reino, 1814/3 JF (Cal. 1476). Several edge bruises, otherwise fine, 
reverse better. (£280—320) 1 

301 —— Nuevo Reino, 1818 JF (Cal. 1485). About fine, scarce. (£250—300) 1 

302 — Charles III, Popayan, 1774 JS, without dot between the assayer marks JS 
(Cal. 1007). With two edge bruises on obverse edge, otherwise fine, scarce. 
(£300—350) 1 

303 —— Popayan, 1789 S (Cal. 1029). Obverse flan flaking in places, and with edge 
knock at 7 o'clock, otherwise about fine, reverse fine, very rare. (£400—500) 

1 

304 + —W— Asimilar coin. Flaw on obverse rim at 10 o'clock, otherwise fine, very rare. 
(£400—500) 

305 — Charles IV, Popayan, 1794 JF (Cal. 1236). Damage to obverse field, otherwise 
about fine. (£250—300) 1 

306 — Ferdinand VII, Popayan, 1810 JF (Cal. 1434). Good fine, reverse very fine, 
very scarce. (£280—320) 1 
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307 —— Popayan, 1814 JF (Cal. 1443). Die flaw on and around head, otherwise 
good fine, reverse very fine, very scarce. (£300—350) 1 

308 —— Popayan, 1816 FR, without dot before the mintmark (Cal. 1451). With 
three scratches above ribbon, otherwise good fine, rare. (£400—500) 1 

309 —— Popayan, 1817 FM (Cal. 1452). About fine, scarce. (£250—300) i 

310 —W— Popayan, 1820 FM, dot before HIsp worn down at some time (Cal. 1456). 
Fair, scarce. (£250—300) 1 

*311 Mexico, Philip V, Mexico, 1738 MF (Cal. 565). Better than fine, rare. 
(£700—900) 1 

312 — Charles III, Mexico, 1782 FF (Cal. 885). Fine, very scarce. (£300—350) 1 

313 — Charles IV, Mexico, 1796 FM (Cal. 1147). Obverse worn in parts, otherwise 
fine, scarce. (£300—350) 1 

314 —W— Mexico, 1803 FT (Cal. 1158). Scratch running through bust and part of 
obverse field, otherwise about fine, reverse better, scarce. (£280—320) 1 

*315 —— Mexico, 1804 TH (Cal. 1160). Good fine, attractively toned, scarce. 
(£300—350) 1 

316 —— Mexico, 1805 TH (Cal. 1161). Reverse weakly struck in parts, otherwise 
fine, scarce. (£300—350) i 

317 — Ferdinand VII, Mexico, 1808 TH (Cal. 1363). Has been mounted, otherwise 
about fine, reverse better, very scarce. (£280—320) 1 

318 —— Mexico, 1814 JJ (Cal. 1374). Fair, scarce. (£280—320) il 

319 —— Mexico, 1817 JJ (Cal. 1380). Fair, reverse better, scarce. (£270—300) 1 

320 Peru, Charles IV, Lima, 1798 IJ (Cal. 1181). About fine, scarce. (£280—320) 1 

321 —— Lima, 1804 JP (Cal. 1190). Obverse surface flaking in parts, otherwise 

about fine, reverse better. (£280—320) 1 

322 — — Lima, 1805 JP (Cal. 1192). Large dig in reverse field, otherwise fine, scarce. 

(£280—320) 1 
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— A similar coin. About fine, reverse better, scarce. (£270—300) 1 

— Ferdinand VII, Lima, 1812 JP (Cal. 1394). Fair, reverse better, very scarce. 

(£280—320) 1 

France, Napoleon, 20-Francs, AN 12A, fine, other coins of France, 19th to 20th 
Century issues, AR (4), A, etc. (17), fair to fine, a few better. (£70—90) 22 

— Charles X, 20-Francs, 1825 A; Second Republic, 20-Francs, 1851 A (F. 289, 
332). Fine or better. (£80—100) 2 

— 20-Francs, 1854 A, 1857 A, 1906; Malta, Proof 20-Pounds, 1974. Last ex- 
tremely fine, others fine or better. (£120—150) } 

— 20-Francs (3), 1885 A (2), 1856 A. Fine. (£120—150) 3 

Germany, Prussia, 10-Marks, 1873 A, 1903 A, 1904 A. Very fine. (£120—140) 3 

India, Kushans, Kanishka, Stater, rev. Siva, very fine, but in a ring mount; minor 
Islamic coins, etc. (5). (£120—150) 6 

— Murshidabad, Mohur (F. 275). Good fine. (£80—100) 1 

— A similar lot. Good very fine. (£80—120) 1 

Italy, set of gold medals commemorating the operas of the composer, Giacomo 
Puccini (0.9ct, total wt. 90.6gms.), in case of issue, with certificate. A few 
surface marks, otherwise almost as struck. (£550—600) 6 

Netherlands, Holland, Trade Coinage, Ducat, 1775 (F. 95). Creased and straigh- 
tened, otherwise fine. (£60—80) 1 

Netherlands, Louis Napoleon, Ducat, 1806 (Sch. 118a). Fine but weak in centres 
and from rusty dies. (£60—80) 1 

Portugal, John VI, 4-Escudos (Peca), 1822 (F. 107). Brooch mounted, with pin, 
otherwise very fine. (£100—150) 1 

Singapore, Commemorative 150-Dollars, 1969, for 150th Anniversary of the 
Founding of Singapore, in case of issue. About as struck. (£140—180) 1 
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335 Spain, Charles IV, 2-Escudos (3), 1794 MF (2), 1803 FA, all m.m. crowned Mm; 
Isabel II, 80- Reales, 1845 CL, m.m. crowned M. Fair to fine. (£200—250) 4 

336 — Isabel II, Barcelona mint, 100-Reales, 1850 SM (C. & T. 1). Nicks to both 
sides of rim above head (possibly from a clasp mount), otherwise fine. 
(£200—300) 1 

337 —— 100-Reales (10), 1854, 1855, 1856, 1857, 1859 (2), 1860, 1862 on 
Generally fine to very fine. (£550— 650) 

338 —W— A similar lot. Similar state. (£550—650) 10 

339 —— 100-Reales (10), 1854, 1855, 1857, 1859 (2), 1860, 1861, 1862 (3). Fine to 
very fine. (£550—650) 10 

340 —W— 100-Reales (11), 1854, 1855, 1857, 1859, 1860, 1861, 1862 (3), 1863, 1864. 
Mostly fine to very fine. (£600— 700) All 

341 —— 100-Reales (10), 1854, 1855, 1857, 1859, 1860, 1861, 1862 (3), 1864. Fine 
to very fine. (£550—650) 10 

342 —— 100-Reales (10), 1854, 1855, 1857, 1859, 1860, 1861, 1862 (3), 1864. 
Generally fine to very fine. (£550—650) 10 

343 — — 100-Reales (11), 1854, 1855, 1857, 1858, 1859, 1860, 1861, 1862 (3), 1863, 
1864. Generally very fine. (£600— 700) 10 

344 — — 10-Escudos (4), 1865, 1868 (3), all with 1868 in stars. All with slight surface 
marks, otherwise very fine. (£200—250) 4 

345 —— A similar lot. Similar state. (£200—250) 4 

346 — Alfonso XII, 25-Pesetas, 1883 MSM (F. 195). Extremely fine. (£200—250) 1 

347 —— 25-Pesetas, 1884 MSM (F. 195). Very fine. (£100—150) il 

348 —— 25-Pesetas (10), 1876, 1877 (3), 1878 (3), 1879, 1880, 1881. Very fine or 
better. (£550—650) 10 

349 —— A similar lot. Similar state. (£550—650) 10 

350 ——QA similar lot. Similar state. (£550—650) 10 
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351 —w— A similar lot. Similar state. (£550—650) 10 

352. ——A similar lot. Similar state. (£550—650) 10 

353 ——A similar lot. Similar state. (£550—650) 10 

354 —W— A similar lot. Similar state. (£550—650) 10 

355 —— A similar lot. Similar state. (£550—650) 10 

356 —— A similar lot. Similar state. (£550—650) 10 

357 —— 25-Pesetas, 1876, 1877 (3), 1878, 1879, 1880 (4). Generally very fine or 
better. (£SS0—650) 10 

358 —— 25-Pesetas, 1877 (4), 1878 (2), 1879, 1880 (3). A few with slight blemishes, 
otherwise very fine or better. (£550—650) 1 

359 —— 25-Pesetas, 1877 (5), 1878 (2), 1880 (3). Very fine or better. (£ES50—650) 10 

360 —— 25-Pesetas, 1877 (6), 1878 (3), 1880 (3). Very fine or better. (£650—750) 12 

361 South Africa, Z.A.R., Ponds (2), 1894, 1897. Fine. (£120—140) 2 

362 — Z.A.R., Pond, 1898, single shaft, Half-Ponds (2), 1896, 1897; Proof 2-Rands, 
1971. First very fine, last extremely fine, others fine. (£170—200) 4 

363 — Proof Krugerrands (2), 1969, 1970, both cased. About as struck. (£400—500) 
2 

364 — Krugerrands (4), 1974 (3), 1978. Extremely fine. (£800—900) 4 

365 — Proof Krugerrands (2), 1969, 1970, both cased. About as struck. (£400—450) 
2 

366 — Krugerrands (4), 1974 (3), 1978. Extremely fine. (£800—900) 4 

367 — Krugerrand, 1974. Mounted in a scroll mount, otherwise extremely fine. 
(£210—230) 

368 United States of America, 20-Dollars, 1884 S. Very fine. (£200—220) 1 
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— 20-Dollars, 1904. Obverse quite heavily scuffed, very fine, reverse better. 
(£230—260) i “a 

— 20-Dollars, 1907 D, Liberty head. Has been mounted and buffed, very fine. 
(£180—200) 1 

— 10-Dollars, 1906 D. About fine. (£100—120) 1 

— 10-Dollars, 1912 S, Indian head. Very fine. (£120—140) 1 

— 5-Dollars (2), 1909, 1912; 23-Dollars, all 1925 D. Very fine. (£150—200) 3 

ENGLISH SILVER AND COPPER COINS 

Celtic, Coritani, Uninscribed Silver, boar to the right with two forelegs, rosette 
above, rev. horse to the left, with rosette and ring ornaments (M. 405 A; 
S. 66). Struck off-centre, otherwise very fine, darkly tone. (£80—120) 1 

—-— Uninscribed Silver, obv. plain, rev. horse to right with pellets above 
(M. 454; S. 69). Very fine, darkly toned. (£60—80). 1 

— Catuvellauni, Andoco, Silver, bearded headed left in looped circle, rev. 
Pegasus springing to left, ANDoc (M. 199; S. 204). About very fine. 
(£100—150). 1 

Offa (757—796), Canterbury, Group I, Eoba, large fragment of a Penny, without 
portrait, small flan (cf. Blunt Pl. IV, 10; S. 904). Buckled, better than fine. 
(£200—300) 1 

William I (1066—1087), Penny, York, Bonnet type, Outhbeorn, OIIDEORN ON EO 
(N. 842; S. 1251). Very fine. (£180—220) 1 

— Penny, PAXS type, Worcester, Sewine, SEPINE ON PIC[---] (N. 849; S. 1257). 
Some flatness to reverse, otherwise very fine. (£60—80) 1 

Edward I (1272—1307), Longcross Pennies, various types and mint, in identified 
envelopes (72), also a contemporary imitation. Fair to fine, a few better. 
(£300—400) 

— Pennies (15), Bristol, Canterbury, Dublin, Exeter (2), Lincoln (2), London 
(6), Newcastle (2) and York; Edward II (1307—1327), Pennies (4), Bury St. 
Edmunds, Durham (3), various types, identified; and a continental imi- 
tation Halfpenny. Mostly very fine. (£150—200) ZA 
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Edward III (1327—1377), London mint, Groats (4), Half-Groats (4), Pennies 
(4), Halfpenny; Durham, Penny; York, Half-Groat, Pennies (10); Henry 
VI, Groat, Halfpenny; Richard III, Durham, Penny, various types, identi- 
fied. The last poor, others fine or better. (£200—250) 28 

Henry VII (1485—1509), Groats (2) facing bust issue, m.m. cross-crosslet, 
profile issue, regular type, m.m. pheon; Henry VIII, Groat, Second Coin- 
age, m.m. lis, Half-Groats (3), Canterbury, Tc beside shield, m.m. cather- 
ine wheel, York, Tw beside shield, m.m. voided cross, Third Coinage, Half- 
groat, York, no m.m., Penny, Canterbury, no m.m. (S. 2200, 2258, 2337 E, 
2345, 2346, 2374, 2383). Last with ragged edge, otherwise fine or better. 
(£120—150) 5 

Edward VI (1547—1553) Second Period, Shilling, Canterbury, MDXLIX, m.m. t, 
Fine Silver issue, Shilling, m.m. tun, Sixpence, m.m. y. Fine or better. 
(£80—120) 

— Fine Silver issue, Crown, m.m. y; other English hammered coins, Henry III 
to James I (12). Mostly fine. (£120—150) 13 

— — Shillings (3), m.m. y, tun (2), one of the later reverse legends reads 
DITOREM instead of DIVTOREM. Fair to fine or better. (£70—100) 3 

Philip and Mary (1554-1558), Shilling, full-titles, undated (S. 2498); other 
Shillings (9), of Edward VI, Elizabeth I (2), Charles I and James I, together 
with a Sixpence of Edward VI. First about fine, others fair to fine. 
(£150—200) ih 

— Shilling, 1554, Sixpence, 1554, both with full titles and marks of values, 
Groat, bust of Mary, m.m. lis (S. 2590, 2596, 2603). Last creased, fair to 
fine. (£100—150) 3 

Elizabeth I (1558—1603), Third Issue, Sixpences (4), 1561, 1564, both m.m. 
pheon, 1567, m.m. lion, 1574/4, m.m. eglantine. First creased, with edge cut 
beneath bust, third with hairline crack above bust, otherwise generally very 
fine or better, last with a sharp portrait. (£100—150) 

— Milled Coinage, Shilling, decorated dress, large size, Sixpence, 1562, small 
rose, Threepence, 1562, narrow bust (S. 2590, 2596, 2603), other Eliza- 
bethan hammered coins (4). Fine to very fine. (£120—150) 7 

——'Sixpences (3), all 1562, mm. star (S. 2595, 2596 (2)). Albout fine. 
(£70—100) 3 

— Sixpences (14), various dates and mintmarks, covering most of the reign, 
some duplication. Generally fine, a few better. (£150—200) 14 
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— hammered silver coins (7), Groat, Threepences, Halfgroats (3), Pennies (2); 
together with Pennies (2), of Henry VIII and James I. Fine to very fine. 
(£120—150) 9 

James I (1603—1625), Third Coinage, Crown, m.m. lis (S. 2665). Good fine. 
(£200—250) 1 

Charles I (1625-1649), Tower, Halfcrowns (3), m.m’s harp, triangle and 
triangle in circle, Shillings (29), Sixpences (2). Fair to fine. (£150—200) 34 

— Tower, Halfcrown, m.m. triangles in circle, Shilling, York, m.m. lion; other 
English silver hammered coins (23, including a Henry VI rosette-mascle 
Groat of Calais), other hammered coins (4), all with tickets. Fair to fine, a 
few better. (£200—300) 2 

— Halfcrown, Second Milled Issue by Briot, m.m. anchor, Shilling, York, EBOR 
above square topped shield, Oxford, Sixpence, 1643, Declaration type, 
Threepence, oval shield (S. 2858, 2870, 2980, 2993). Fine to very fine. 
(£120—150) 4 

— Tower mint, Shillings (2); York, Threepence; miscellaneous medallions, etc. 
A (2), including Wellington (BHM 861); others (7). Generally very fine. 
(£80—120) 12 

— Late Declaration Issue (formerly Lundy Island), Shilling, 1646 (S. 3036), 
very chipped and double struck, fine; and Sixpence, 1646 (S. 3069), officially 
(?) pierced, otherwise better than fine. (£60—80) 2 

— Aberystwyth, Groat, m.m. book; other hammered silver coins of Charles I 
(6), James I (2), including a Halfcrown, Shilling and Sixpences (5), one 
milled. Generally fine or better. (£120—150) 8 

Commonwealth (1649—1660), Shilling and Sixpence 1652; Charles II, hammered 
coinage, Third Issue, Halfcrown, Fourpence and Threepence. Fair to fine. 
(£80—120) 5 

— Oliver Cromwell, Lord Protector, Halfcrown, 1658, by Thomas Simon, edge 
inscribed HAS . SISI .PERITVRVS . MIHI . ADIMAT . NEMO . + (ESC 447; N. 2746; 
S. 3227). Cleaned at sometime, otherwise very fine. (£400—600) 1 

— A similar coin. Good fine. (£200—250) 1 

Anne (1702—1714), Union of England and Scotland, 1707, R counters (2) 

(MI 296/109), about .extremely fine; other counters (2), one damaged. 

(£50—70) 4 
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405 George III (1760—1820), Bank of England Dollar, 1804 (ESC 144). Edge knock 
on obverse at 7 o'clock, otherwise about extremely fine. (£100—150) 1 

406 — Bank of England, Three-Shillings token, 1812. Possibly an impaired Proof, 
but has been cleaned at some time, and with scuff marks on both obverse and 
reverse, otherwise extremely fine. (£60—80) 

407 — Bank of England Dollar, 1804, scratched in reverse field; Victoria, Crowns 
(5), 1887, 1889 (2), 1891, 1892, Double-Florins, 1889 (2); other British 
coins, Anne to George VI, A (36), & etc. (3); part Maundy set, 1932. Fine 
to very fine, some, better. (£120—150) 50 

408 — Bank of England Dollar, 1804, very fine; together with other English silver 
coins (8), and a Mexico Pillar Dollar, 1756, except as stated generally fair to 
fine. (£80—120) 10 

409 — Crown, 1818, Lvm (ESC 211). Extremely fine. (£100—120) i 

410 George IV (1820—1830), Halfcrown, 1821, other British silver coins (7), 2 
tokens, 17th Century (4), 18th Century (1). First and last very fine, others 
fair to fine. (£60—80) 13 

412 Victoria (1837—1901), Jubilee 1887, set of currency coins comprising Crown to 
Threepence, in contemporary case. Nearly extremely fine. (£60—80) 7 

413 — Proof Florin, 1893; with Florin 1887, Sixpence, 1881. First extremely fine, 
other two nearly so. (£60—80) 3 

414 — Copper Penny, 1860 (BMC 1521). Very fine, usual die flaw beneath chin. 
(£200—250) 1 

415 — Pennies (2), 1854, ornamental trident, 1887; Halfpennies (5), 1861, 1887, 
1890, 1891, 1901; Farthings (3), 1874 H, 1881 H, 1895, old head. About as 
struck, 1854 Penny, toned but with slightly smoky discolouration to obverse, 
1874 H Farthing well struck, with sharp detail, lustrous and prooflike 
(perhaps a proof), 1895 Farthing with original colour but a little pale and 
lacking full brilliance, this rare, others with all or most original mint lustre. 
(£100—150) 10 

416 — Proof Farthing, 1881, no sandal straps (BMC 1903; Fr. 547). Mint state, 
attractive lustrous orange tone, extremely rare. (£140—180) 1 

417 — Young head obverse brockage, very fine; other British coins (40), poor to 
fine, a few better. (£40—60) 41 
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418} — Halfcrowns (22), Florins (24). Generally fine, several better. (£100—120) 46 

419 George V (1910—1936), Proof Crown, 1927, good very fine; George VI, Proof 
set, 1937, Crown to Farthing, in case of issue, good extremely fine. 
(£70—100) 15 

4207 — Crowns, 1930, 1933. Very fine or better. (£100—120) Z 

421 

422 

423 

424 

425 

425a 

426 

427 

428 

Edward VIII (1936), an interesting collection of miscellaneous coins, tokens, 
medals, spoons, memorabilia, etc., all contained in a commemorative tin. 
Varied state. (£80—120) Lot 

George VI (1936-1952), Specimen Set of coins, 1937, comprising AR Crown to 
~ Farthing; Elizabeth II, Specimen Sets of coins, 1953 (2), all cased (one of 
the latter stained). Proofs, as issued. (£80—120) 35 

Ireland, Mary, base Shilling, 1553 (S. 6495), fair to fine; Charles I, Great 
Rebellion, Ormonde Shilling (S. 6546), fine, both with dark tone. 
(£150—200) D 

— George III, Bank of Ireland, Six-Shillings token, 1804; together with a 
counterstamped 8-Reales, 1785. First fine, second coin fair, counterstamp 
fine. (£60—80) 

Edward I to Elizabeth I, hammered silver coins (7), Irish (3). Fair to fine, a few 
better, two holed. (£80—120) 10 

John to Elizabeth I, hammered silver coins (37); other coins, A, etc. (10). 
Mostly poor to fine. (£75—100) 

Henry VI to Henry VIII, silver hammered coins (7), Henry VI, Groats (2), 
Halfgroat, all Calais; Edward IV, Groats (2), both London; Henry VIII, 
Groat and Halfgroat, London and Canterbury. Fine or better. (£120—180) 

50 

Elizabeth I and James I, hammered coins, various denominations (40), appear- 
ance of being from a hoard. Fair to fine. (£80—120) 40 

Elizabeth I to Elizabeth II, miscellaneous coins in silver and base, including AR 
Crowns (9), 1820, 1821, 1822, 1847, 1889, 1893, 1897, 1935 (2). Generally 
fine to very fine, a few better. (£100—150) 65 
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Charles I to William IV, Halfcrown, 1689, Shillings (5), other minor R ae 
Fine to very fine, a few better, mostly cleaned. (£60—80) 

Charles II to George II, Halfcrowns (6), 1679, fourth bust, 1689, first bust, first 
shield, 1693, 1706, roses and plumes, 1715, roses and plumes, 1746, LIMA 
(ESC 481, 505, 519, 572, 587, 606). Fine or better. (£100—120) 6 

Charles II to George III, Crowns (3), 1668, 1671, 1819 Lix, Shillings (2), 1723, 
1746, Sixpence, 1678, Farthing, 1678. About very fine or better, some 
cleaned. (£150—200) il 

Charles II to Victoria, Crowns (4), 1673, 1688, 1696, first bust, 1845; Godless 
Florin, 1849 (ESC 47, 80, 89, 282, 802). First three fine, fourth about very 
fine but with some surface marks, last good very fine. (£120—140) 5 

Charles II to Victoria, Farthings (152). Several very fine. (£120—150) 152 

Charles II to Elizabeth II, Crowns in A (14), and Cu-Ni (6). Varied state, some 
of the more recent issues very fine or better. (£120—150) 20 

James II to Victoria, Shillings (9), 1686, 1692, 1697 B, third bust variety, 1708, 
1712. roses\ and plumes, 17395, roses, 1758; 1787, hearts, 1872, die 4 
(ESE 1070; 1075, W109), W147, 1159, 1201, 1213), 1225, 1324). Last taree 
extremely fine or better, others fine or very fine, all toned. (£120—150) 8 

James II to Victoria, Sixpences (10), 1688, 1693, 1696, first bust, 1697 C, third 
bust, later harp, large crown, 1711, 1741, roses, 1757, 1787, hearts, 1816, 
1887, young head (ESC 1528, 1529, 1553, 1569, 1596 A, 1613, 1633, 1629, 
1630, 1750). Last three extremely fine, third slightly buckled, nearly fine, 
fourth fine and very rare, others fine or very fine. (£120—140) 10 

James II to George V, coins in R (18), 4E (3). Some very fine or better. (£60—80) 
21 

William III to Victoria, Crowns (3), Halfcrowns (8), Florins (4), Shillings (16), 
other British silver coins, some hammered (31), 4 etc. (72), AE miscella- 
neous tokens, medallions etc. (34). Fair to fine, a few better. (£150—200) 

168 

William II to Edward VII, Shillings (5), 1700, fifth bust, 1708, third bust, 1723, 
first bust, ss Cc, 1758, 1902; Sixpences (2), 1758, 1826, second head; Bank 
Fighteenpence, 1811. Good very fine or better. (£120—150) 8 

William III to Elizabeth II, Crowns in AR (13), Cu-Ni (11). Earlier coins 
generally worn, recent issues extremely fine or better. (£60—80) 24 
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Anne to Victoria, Crowns (5), 1708 E, 1821, 1887, 1889, 1897, other British 

silver coins, Elizabeth I to Victoria, hammered (6), milled (21). Fair to fine, 
a few better. (£100—150) 2 

George Il to Victoria, Shillings, 1787, hearts, 1816; Sixpences, 1787, hearts, 
Britannia Groats, 1836 (4), 1848/6. Extremely fine or better, generally toned, 
second particularly choice. (£40—50) 8 

George III to George V, Crowns (10), 1820, 1845, 1887, 1889 (2), 1892, 1898 
LxiI, 1902, 1935 (2); together with other coins in silver (5), base (2). Fair to 
very fine. (£60—80) i 

George III to Elizabeth II, miscellaneous coins in AR (20), Cu-Ni (4), 4 (11), 
including Double-Florins, 1887 (2), 1889, 1890, and Halfcrowns, 1816, 1817, 
large head (fine), 1818; modern coins of Netherlands and Spain in A (4), 
(3). Mostly very fine or better. (£140—160) 42 

Victoria to George V, miscellaneous coins in silver (205), including Halfcrowns 
(110), Florins (68), Shillings (7), Sixpences (10), Threepences (10), mostly 
George V. Generally fair to fine. (£60—80) 205 

Victoria to George VI, Halfcrowns (8), Florins (59), Shillings (53), Sixpences 
and smaller (553). Mostly polished, fair to fine, a few better. (£100—150) 

673 

Victoria to George VI, silver coins, various denominations (132), together with 
a quantity of base metal British coins, tokens etc. Varied state. (£100—150) 

Lot 

Victoria to George VI, Maundy Money sets (5), 1901, 1911, 1927, 1951, 1952. 
Mint state or practically so, generally of matching colour (though third a little 
uneven), first with attractive olive tone. (£120—150) 20 

Edward VII to Elizabeth I, Pennies (10), 1902, low horizon, 1907, 1908 (2), 
1912 H, 1913, 1921, 1927, 1928, 1929; Half-Pennies (3), 1909, 1948, 1959; 
Third-Farthing, 1913. Mostly about as struck and with all or most original 
mint lustre, 1902 Penny beginning to tone, 1912 H Penny choice, though a 
little weakly struck, particularly figure of Britannia, and showing some grazes 
to surface. (£70—100) 14 

Victoria to Elizabeth II, a large quantity of coins, some in silver, a few coins of 

the world, mostly from circulation; three silver pocket watches and two 

camera lenses. Coins varied state. (£150—200) Lot 

English hammered silver coins (35) from Edmund to Charles II, and milled 

issues (8). Mostly fair to fine. (£200—220) 40) 
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Halfcrowns (2), 1894, 1923, Halfpenny, 1770. Very fine or better. (£60—80) 3 

Maundy Sets, 1686, 1899; oddments (30). Threepence and Twopence, 1686, fine, 
Fourpence and Twopence, 1686, better, the 1899 set mint state or virtually so, 
several of remainder very fine or better. (£120—150) 38 

Maundy Set, 1927, practically as struck; Crowns (2), 1902, 1935, Halfcrown, 
1902, Sixpence, 1902, together with a Morgan Dollar, 1883, except as stated, 
very fine or better. (£80—100) ? 

British coins, 20th Century issues, mostly of George VI and Elizabeth II, 
including commemoratives, in AR (23), Cu-Ni (10), AE (1); Proof set, 1951, 
Crown to Farthing, in (broken) card case; Jubilee Head Crown, 1887; 
Falkland Islands, commemorative Piedfort Pound, 1987; Cook Islands, 
Proof Dollar, 1985, for Commonwealth Games. Mostly extremely fine or 
better. (£80—120) 47 

Miscellaneous English coins, etc., in A and base metal (111). Varied state. 
(£60—80) 111 

British coins and tokens, George III to George V, A (19), 4 etc. (101). Fair to 
fine, some of the tokens better. (£70—100) 120 

FOREIGN SILVER AND COPPER COINS 

Australia, Florin, 1912, fine; Siam, Baht and Fuang (4), all 1860, other coins of 
the world, mostly 19th Century issues, AR (17), 4 etc. (12). Generally very 
fine. (£100—150) 35 

Austria, minor coins in A or billon (10), mostly 19th Century. Very fine or 
better. (£30—40) 10 

Austrain Netherlands, Franz IJ, Kronenthaler, 1793 A; Russia, Catherine II, 

Rouble, 1794 AK; other European 18th and 19th Century coins and 
medallets in silver (3), base (3). Generally fair to fine or better. (£60—80) 8 

Belgium, Franc, 1867, 50-Cents, 1866; France, 1861 A; Germany, Prussia, 

Thalers (2), 1866, 1817; Half-Mark, 1905 F; Italy, Umber to I, 2-Lire, 1886; 
Naples, 20-Grani, 1833; Papal States Lira, 1867. Last only very fine, others 
extremely fine or better. (£150—200) 6 

461a — Commemorative Franc, 1880; other Belgian coins in AR (4), and € (5); 
French 4 coins (6), and chrome-steel Essal 5S-Centimes and Centime, 1961. 
Mostly very fine or better. (£70—90) 17 
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China, Chihli, Dollar, Year 23 (Y. 65.1), Fengtien Dollar, Year 25 (Y. 87). 

Both fine, last scarce. (£150—200) 2 

— Knife money (2) larger Chou Dynasty, smaller Ming; and small Spade money 
or Pu; Siam, AR Lat or Tongue money; Bullet money, Baht (12), all 
converted to buttons; Gold Coast, Manillas (2); Cowrie shells, necklace, and 
loose (3); a snake vertabrae necklace; and a base metal bangle, varied 
condition. (£70—100) Lot 

France, Louis XVI (1774—1793), Half-Ecu, 1790 A (C. 77.1) Extremely fine, 
attractively toned. (£60—80) 1 

Germany, Cologne, silver token, with copper plug in centre, obverse, drinking 
vessel, dated 1730 below, rev. coat of arms; British silver hammered coins 
(3); Roman Denarii (7). First very fine, others fair to fine. (£100—150) 11 

-— Prussia, Thaler, 1861; Brunswick, One-Sixth Thaler, 1787, other minor coins 
of various German States (18). Generally extremely fine. (£120—150) 20 

— Saxony, Gros (2), 14th—15th Century; other European hammered, mostly 
Denier-sized (9), various types, identified. Mostly very fine. (£60—80) 11 

—  — Meissen coinage sets (2), 1920, 20-Marks—50-Pfennigs (20-Pfennigs miss- 
ing); 1921, similar, but complete; commemorative set (4), 1911—1921, all in 
cases. About as issued. (£40—60) 17 

—— Meissen Rowing Club, 40th Anniversary, 1882—1922, 4 (of a set of 5), 
Meissen medallions; Schloss Comburg, set of 3, 1922; Limpurg-Gaildorfer, 
set of 3, 1922, all in cases, about as issued; and a wooden note. (£60—80) 11 

Greece, 5-Drachmai, 1876 A; other coins of the world, mostly 19th and 20th 
Century issues in A (60), A, etc. (17). First fine, others varied state, some 
have been polished. (£60—80) 78 

Hong Kong, Victoria, Dollar, 1868, fine, other British Commonwealth, George 

III to George V, AR (72), &, etc. (75), mostly very fine. (£100—150) 148 

India, Yaudheyas (c. 3rd-4th Century A.D.), a very interesting group of clay 

coin moulds (45, four of smaller size, these rare) and a multiple mould, from 

Sunet [Northern India], together with photocopied pages (pp. 32-77 and the 

relevant plate) from The Technique of Casting Coins in Ancient India by 

Birbal Sahni relating to the moulds. (£500-600) 50 

— re-strike Proofs, 5-Rupees, 1870, Half-Rupee, 1835, Two-Annas, Quarter 

Anna, }-Pice, all 1901. Brilliant, almost as struck. (£100—150) 5 
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Israel, modern bronze medallions (6), together with a quantity of modern coins 
of the world, most Cu-Ni issues. Generally extremely fine. (£40—60) Lot 

Italy, Naples, Ferdinand of Aragon, Coronato, m.m. M (CNI 107 var). Very 

fine. (£50—70) 1 

Java, two figures of a man and woman, made of Chinese cash, sown together. 
Very fine. (£100—150) 

Mexico, Philip V, Pillar Dollars (5), 1736 MF (2), 1737 MF (3); England, 
Shilling, 1683, fourth bust. All showing corrosion as a result of sea action, 
otherwise last fair (this a rare date and type) and others fine or better. 
(£60—80) 6 

First five from the wreck of the ‘“Hollandia”, the last from the wreck of the 
“Association”’. With certificates. 

— Charles III and IV, 8-Reales (9), dates ranging from 1782 to 1804, various 
assayer’s initials; Bolivia, Potosi, 8-Reales, 1790 PR; Peru, Lima, 8-Reales, 
(2), 1799 IJ, 1804 JP. Generally fair to fine. (£120—160) 12 

— Philip III, cob 8-Reales (2), one with m.m. ensayador (F) and mark of value 
clear, other with mark of value only clear, fine or better for issue; Bolivia, 
Philip III, cob 8-Reales, ens. T, fine; Charles IV 8-Reales, 1793, F.M., 
about very fine, but lightly cleaned in the past and with two patches of 
discolouration on reverse. (£80—100) 

New Zealand, Penny Tokens (18), one pierced; China and Japan, a group of 
coins, ammulets, etc., AR (4, including “‘chop-marked”’ Yen); AZ (33); other 
coins, etc. (12), many fine, some better. (£70—100) 67 

Russia, Catherine I, Novodel AZ square 2-Kopeks, 1726, coarse surface, very 
fine; R “Wire” money Kopeks, etc. (6), fine or better. (£60—80) fl 

— Alexander II, Rouble, 1846, Half Rouble, 1859, 20-Kopeks, 1864, generally 
extremely fine; other coins of the world, 18th to 20th Century issues, A (52), 
AL, etc. (104), fair to fine, a few better. (£150—200) 159 

— miscellaneous coins in gold (1), silver and base metals (75), mostly 19th 
Century issues and earlier. Many fine, several better. (£100—120) 76 

Turks and Caicos Islands, West Caicos Salt Company, base metal Two-Shillings, 
Threepence, Penny and Halfpenny (Pr. —). One (Threepence) quite heavily 
corroded, others fine or better, unrecorded and very rare. (£80—100) 4 

We have been given to understand these tokens were introduced around 1881 and 
were in use as late as 1905. 
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United States of America, Morgan Dollars (22), various dates and mints, 1878 to 
1900; Peace Dollars (8). With usual bag marks and abrasions, mostly 
extremely fine or better. (£200—300) 30 

— Half-Dollar, 1855, Dimes (3), 1856, 1857, 1859 O, Half-Dime, 1837, Wash- 
ington Cent, 1783, small Cent, 1867, Rosa Americana Farthing, 1723. Last 
worn, others, fine to very fine. (£80—120) 8 

— Quarter Dollar, 1934, 5-Cents (2), 1937, 1938 D. Extremely fine or better. 
(£60—80) 3 

Austria, Germany and other European coins, mostly 19th and 20th Century 
issues, in AR (90), A, Billion, etc. (134). Generally very fine. (£150—200) 

224 

British Commonwealth, including Australia, Canada, India and South Africa 
19th and 20th Century issues, AR (66), A, etc. (184). Mostly very fine, some 
better. (£150—200) 250 

European and other coins of the world, mostly 18th and 19th Century issues, in 
A (36), other coins in €, etc. (182). Fair to fine, some better. (£120—150) 

218 

Oriental and Far Eastern coins, mostly 19th and 20th Century issues, A (20), 4, 
etc. (20), other coins of the world, including the U.S.A. and Ireland (31); 
Mexico, 2-Pecos, 1945; Commemorative medallions (4); various Ancient 
coins (14). Varied state. (£80—100) 90 

Oriental and Middle Eastern coins, 17th to 19th Century, issues, including 
China, Japan, India Otterman, etc., AR (52), A, etc. (126). Fair to fine, 
some better. (£150—200) 178 

Spain and Spanish America; Ferdinand and Isabella to Isabel II, silver coins, 
various denominations (14), other foreign AR (3). Fair to fine, mostly 
cleaned. (£100—150) iW) 

Fatimids, Iman | Mu’izz Li Din Allah, Dirham, AH 357, Al-Mansuriya (near 
Kairoun, Tunisia), 1.45gms. (Miles —; Poole —; Laovin —). About ex- 

tremely fine, rare. (£100—150) 1 

India, Mauyan Empire (321—187 BC), silver Karshapane (23), various shapes, 
in large and small sizes, with regal symbols punched of Chantragupta, 
Bindusara, Ashoha the Great, Kurrala, Dasaratha, Samprati, Sallsuka, 
Brhandratha, various mints, including chief mint Fataliputra and secondary 
mint Mathura (now Islamabad, Pakistan), with photocopies (10pp) relating 
to the coinage. Fine or very fine for issue. (£80—100 23 
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——A< similar lot. (£80—100) 23 

—— A similar lot. (£80—100) Za 

—— A similar lot. (£80—100) ; pe 

— Western Satraps, A coins (9). Mostly poor. (£20—30) 9 

Islamic and other minor Oriental coins (189), gernerally base. Mostly fair or 
fine. (£40—S0) 189 

Iran, a small collection of silver and base metal coins (36), identified in holders. 
Some fair or fine, some very fine or better. (£80—120) 

Miscellaneous coins, mostly from recent circulation, and including recent 
commemorative issues. Varied state. (£20—30) Lot 

Coins of the world in AR and base metal (83). Many fine, some better. (£30—40) 
83 

Coins of the world in &, billion and base metal (51), in album leaves, plastic 
envelopes and loose, including Sweden, 10-Ore 1873m inverted “A” in 
SVERIGES. Some fair, mostly fine or very fine, some better, last about fine. 
(£80—120) 51 

Coins of the world, generally 20th Century base metal issues, many from recent 
circulation, together with gilt and enamel badges relating to bowling, etc., 
contained in two folders and loose. Mostly fine or very fine. (£70—100) Lot 

Ireland, Bank of Ireland, Six-Shillings token, 1804 (DP 614). Very fine. 
(£40—60) 1 

Tickets and passes, etc., many relating to the theatre (14) including R badge 
engraved Geo Fox Esq. & Friend and an engraved ivory ticket for Her 
Majesty’s Theatre, dated 1856. Mostly fine or very fine. (£100—120) 14 

Coin and other weights, brass (46). Mostly fine or very fine. (£40—50) 46 

Miscellaneous modern commemorative coins and Proof sets of the world, a large 

quantity, representimg many countries, some in silver. The Proofs generally 
about as struck, others varied state. (£200—300) Lot 

Silver counters in the style of de Passe (20), some duplication. Mostly fine or 
very fine. (£150—200) 20 
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Miscellaneous medallions, tickets, tokens (several plastic), etc., a quantity 
generally base. Mostly fine or very fine. (£60—80) Lot 

Miscellaneous base metal medals, tokens, etc. (26); and a French silver restrike 
medal of Louis XVI. Many fine, some better. (£30—40) 27 

Miscellaneous modern medallions, depicting various events, generally base, a 
few in silver. Generally very fine. (£70—100) Lot 

Coins of the world, a large quantity, mostly of this Century, base metal issues, 
together with various foreign Banknotes. Varied state. (£50—100) Lot 

Miscellaneous coins of the world (878), mostly base metal, some in silver, many 
different countries. Many fine or very fine. (£80—100) 878 

Miscellaneous coins of the world, a large quantity, mostly base, including a 
Royal Humane Society bronze medal, inscribed (JOSEPH T. ROYLE. 1ST AUG. 
1897.). Last almost extremely fine, others in varied state. (£80—120) Lot 

Miscellaneous coins, English and foreign, contained in an album and loose, 
including recent issues, together with an album of recent British banknotes. 
Varied state. (£70—90) Lot 

Miscellaneous coins of the world in silver (158) and base metal (136), mostly 
18th and 19th Century issues, many different countries. Several very fine. 
(£120—150) 294 

Miscellaneous coins of the world (292), in A (39) and base metal (253). Mostly 
fine or better. (£120—150) MSV 

Coins of the world in silver (86) and base metal (116), all before about 1920, 
many different countries. Several very fine. (£80—100) 202 

Miscellaneous modern Proof coins and commemorative medals, English and 
foreign, mostly base. Generally about as struck. (£50—60) Lot 

Proof sets (2), 1970; Jersey, 1966; Malawi, 1964; Proof Crowns, Gibraltar (2), 

1967, 1971; Jamaica, 1966 (2); Mint sets, various (5); Tonga, coin/stamps 

set; other items (6). Many mint state. (£60—80) Lot 

Engraved coins, mostly Georgian or Victorian, R (3), and AB (21), including 

two of Victoria and one anti-Papal, and a roundel, perhaps medieval. 
Mostly fine. (£70—100) 24 
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531 Britannia Commemorative Society, 24 silver medallions of various subjects, 

44mm, encapsulated in plastic frames. About as struck. (£70—100) 24 

532 Masonic medals in silver (10), from miscellaneous lodges, including Dunedin, 

Fernhill, etc., mostly enamelled. Extremely fine. (£50—70) 10 

533+ Commemorative and prize medals, tokens, etc. (112), mostly base metals but 
some silver. Several very fine. (£100—120) 112 

534+ Commemorative medals, etc. in base metal, mostly crown size or larger, very 
little duplication (88). Many very fine. (£100—120) 88 

535 Modern mahogany double-banked coin cabinet, by Swann, 2ft. 7in. x 123in. x 
14in., comprising 60 trays, finger pierced for coins of crown-size. In good 
second-hand condition. (£150—200) 

536 Miniature wooden coin cabinets (2), fitted six trays each, pierced for coins of 
Shilling-size (2), and Sixpenny-size. (£40—S0) 4 

END OF SALE 

We are now accepting 
coins and medals 

for our autumn and 
winter sales 

CONVENTIONS 1989 

Daniel Fearon will be attending the A.N.A. Convention in Pittsburgh, August 9th— 

13th, and Chris Webb the O.M.S.A. Convention in Chicago, August 10th—13th. 
Any customers who would like to arrange a meeting to discuss any aspect of buying 
or selling material through Glendining’s should contact us as soon as possible, so 
that travel arrangements can be made. 

Back in London Glendining’s will be represented at the O.M.R.S. Convention on 
September 16th and at Coinex ‘89 on October 12th—14th. 
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LONDON 

GLENDINING AUCTION CALENDAR 1989 

Wednesday, 6th September 

Monday, 18th September 
Tuesday, 19th September 

Monday, 9th October 
Tuesday, 10th October 

Wednesday, Ist November 

Wednesday, 15th November 

Wednesday, 22nd November 

Wednesday, 6th December 

Wednesday, 13th December 

English and Foreign Coins 

Orders, Decorations and Medals 

Good Greek and Roman Coins, English, 
Colonial and Foreign Coins 

English and Foreign Coins 

Historical Medals 

English and Foreign Coins 

Orders, Decorations and Medals 

Ancient, English and Foreign Coins 





8060 00057 8567 

Glendinings Subscription Service 1989 

Subscriptions to our catalogues cover a full twelve month period from 
the time that payment is received. Our calendar shows 22 sales, mostly 
coin sales, of which four will feature coins of the Ancient World. A 
further three will feature Historical Medals. Subscribers can either 
receive ALL coin catalogues, or choose to subscribe to these two 

specialist areas separately. As always a further four sales will feature 
Orders, Decorations and Medals, and catalogues for these sales con- 
tinue to be a separate category. 

For the convenience of customers the subscriptions are priced differing postal zone, and all 
overseas catalogues are sent by airmail. 

Zone A = U.K. and Ireland; Zone B = Europe; Zone C = Rest of the World 

Type of catalogue Zone A Zone B Zone C 

Ancient, British and Foreign Coins £20 £30 £40 ($65)* 

Ancient Coins only (minimum four sales) £10 AS £20 ($35)* 

Historical Medals (minimum three sales) £10 £15 £20 ($35)* 

War Medals (minimum four sales) £10 £15 £20 ($35)* 

*Conversions are for U.S. Dollars. 

Catalogue subscriptions are payed by Cash, Cheque, Banker’s standing order mandate, or 
by Credit Card (Mastercard and Visa only). Subscription forms will be sent on request — or 
if payment is by credit card, telephone orders are accepted. 

IMPORTANT NOTES FOR BUYERS 

BIDS 
We will be pleased to execute bids (in the name of Graham) on behalf of intending 

buyers, and no charge is made for this service. Lots will be purchased as cheaply as 
permitted by other bids and reserves. Bids must be submitted to Glendining & Co. at least 
one hour before the sale commences, and should be entered on the forms provided. Bids 
left by telephone will be accepted only on the condition that they are at the sender’s risk, 
and must in any case be confirmed in writing. 

PAYMENT BY OVERSEAS CUSTOMERS 
Payment should be made in Sterling in the form of cash, cheques drawn on a U.K. 

clearing bank, or by means of a banker's draft or telegraphic or cable transfer directly into 
our bank account, quoting the original invoice number. Unless prior arrangements have 
been made, and payment is made by any other means, then the customer will be liable for 
any bank or collection charges concerned, and any losses arising from the conversion of 
foreign currencies into sterling. 
NATIONAL WESTMINSTER BANK plc, 21 Hanover Square, London W1A 4ZE. 

Telephone: 01-493 7602. Account No. 24455059 Glendining & Co. 

EXPORT LICENCES 
A specific Licence is required before export from the U.K. of items that cost £16,000 or 

more, and are at least 50 years old, and also for certain other categories. The obtaining of 
any export licence is the responsibility of the buyer. 

Printed in England by Pardy & Son (Printers) Ltd., Parkside, Ringwood, Hampshire 
BH24 3SF 
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